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FOCUS: AGGREGATE/QUARRIES & DRILLING/PILING/FOUNDATIONS
2021 CAT 730, Cat
C13 Acert diesel 375
hp, 31 ton payload,
drive, stk# B145-180

See our other ad
on Page A11

ONLINE AUCTIONS

Next Auction: Jan 28th @ 12pm & Jan 29th @ 9am
9x 2021 CAT ROCK TRUCKS IN OUR RENTAL FLEET
25, 30 & 35 TONS

705-566-8190
416-770-7706

Quality,
Reconditioned
Equipment
Since 1976

Sales, Rentals &
Rental Purchase

Industrial Equipment, Repos, Government & Rec. Vehicles

“Post It—Sell It—Buy It—Get It”on:
MARKETPLACE

www.bmcdowell.com
sales@bmcdowell.com

JOHN DEERE 772GP (2010)
• 6,675 hours
• Ex Municipal Unit
• 6 – Wheel Drive
• 17.5 R 25 Snow / Ice Tires
• Snow Wing
• Front Lift Group
• 14’ Moldboard
• Rear Fenders
• All Repairs
• & Servicing Completed
• Price: $190,000.

Contact John or Mark at: 1-800-265-5747
SEE OUR AD
or
ON PAGE A6 Rosaire in Timmins at: 1-705-268-3311
www.marcelequipment.com

ONLINE HEAVY
EQUIPMENT &
TRANSPORTATION
AUCTIONS

GET IN TOUCH

1-844-933-4424

sales@cgequipment.com

- UPCOMING AUCTIONS Barrie, ON

February 15th, 2022

Heavy Equipment &
Transportation
Online Auction
Barrie, ON
March 22, 2022

2021 CAEL UNUSED 1.5T
WHEEL LOADER

Consign Today! Consignment Commission Capped For Sellers

DL420-7
Engine: 345 hp
Operating Weight: 51,553 lb.
Bucket Capacity: 5.5 cu. yd.

1-888-376-3155 • AllStarAuctions.ca
44 Line 9 South, Oro-Medonte, ON L0L 1T0

For a free quote visit:

1-855-625-0941

ontariobw.ca

(416) 640-1442

obw

WE ARE YOUR ONE STOP SHOP FOR

TRAFFIC SAFETY SOLUTIONS!

E Q U I P M E N T

• Electronic traffic control
• Light Towers
• Delineation
• Truck Mounted

• Signage/Custom Signage Attenuation
• Barrier Walls
• Crash/Impact Attenuation
• Crowd Control & Fencing

SALES | INSTALLATION | RENTALS

SALES

PARTS

SERVICE

sales@creightonrock.com

WEAR CONSUMABLES
FOR DRILLING

EVO Safe RDO
DTH Bits

Auger Teeth

Thread Compounds

CRDCREIGHTON.COM

SERVING CANADA TOPLIFT.COM

AFTERMARKET PARTS EXPERTS!
EXCAVATORS & ATTACHMENTS

UNDERCARRIAGE EXPERTS!

AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTOR

• Engines
• Transmissions
• Pumps
• Filters
• Cabs

• Rubber Tracks
• Pins & Bushings
• Electrical Parts
• Bearings
• Seats & More....

1-800-263-4597
www.essltd.com

EQUIPMENT SALES & SERVICE LIMITED

DOOSAN • CATERPILLAR • LINK-BELT
1-833-981-4278

sales@deltapower.ca

https://bit.ly/deltapowerconstruction

EXCAVATORS &
ATTACHMENT RENTALS
WWW.ALDENRENTS.COM

Publications Mail Agreement: 40063867

1-800-268-0182
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with our strong line up of POWERSCREEN, CEDARAPIDS, TEREX WASHING, AND EVOQUIP.
®

CEDARAPIDS

EXPERIENCE - Established in 1975, Powerscreen of Canada has been supplying portable screening, washing,
stockpiling and crushing equipment to the aggregate and recycling industries for over 45 years.

WASHING SYSTEMS

PARTS - Powerscreen of Canada is committed to keep you producing with over $2 million in parts inventory
including an entire range of screens, hydraulics, manufactured parts, engine parts, electrical components, crushing
components and wear parts.
SERVICE - We are ready to assist you in repairs, preventative maintenance and replacement of wear parts. On-site
training is also available so that your operators get the most out of your machine, the maintenance process, and
troubleshooting techniques.

CRUSHING. SCREENING. WASHING. RECYCLING. STOCKPILING.
800 Farewell Street, Oshawa, Ontario, L1H 6N5, Canada

Email: psc@powerscreencanada.com • www.powerscreencanada.com

Phone: 905-576-0037 • Toll-Free: 1-877-797-7276
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ASV introduces its
new repowered RT-40
compact track loader
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John Deere expands
its excavator
attachment offering
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CAT's new tiltrotators
offer added flexibility
on the job site
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DOOSAN BOBCAT
UNVEILS ELECTRIC CTL
At CES 2022, the company introduced
its new fully-electric T7X compact track
loader—the first machine of its kind.
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Celebrating and questioning innovation in the industry
The release of Doosan Bobcat’s new fully-electric T7X
compact track loader is a
recent example of innovation in the industry.
In the last few years some
of the major players like
Caterpillar, Komatsu, Volvo
and JCB, among others, have
invested in the electrification
of machines like excavators
and telehandlers.
However, with innovations
like these comes skeptics.
Many have concerns about
things like the legitimacy of
the declared sustainability,
the lifespan of the batteries
and the power compared to
internal combustion engines.
All of these concerns are
legitimate considering we
have been using and improving gas-powered machinery
since the late 1800s.
The industry has become
comfortable with the technology and the emergence
of fully-electric equipment

is a fairly drastic step away
from what we know.
The first mass-produced,
fully-electric automobile,
General Motors’ EV1, was
released in 1996 and was ultimately unsuccessful, with
GM rounding up and crushing the majority of them.
It has been twenty-six
years since the EV1 and we
have only recently started
to see a boom in the electric
car market.
While financial politics
is definitely woven into the
fabric of these industries
and their market-response,
I think that, as consumers,
being inquisitive and skeptical is an important part of
the innovation process.
We are only in the beginning stages of producing
fully-electric equipment and
it’s hard to tell what will stick
and what won’t.
I have tested some of the
fully-electric excavators on

the market and am surprised
by how quiet they run and
how smooth the controls feel
after getting used to them.
Also, they allow for you to
operate in enclosed areas
where exhausts are prohibited or dangerous.
I have not yet operated
fully-electric equipment for
hours on end on a real job
site. However, in the limited
time I was able to run this
type of equipment, I was
able to recognize that there
are environments in which
electric equipment would
be very useful, even in its
early stages.
Compact track loaders can
be found on almost all jobsites and, in my opinion, is
one of the most fun pieces of
equipment to operate. This
makes me eager to try out
Bobcat’s new T7X for myself.
Bobcat has been manufacturing gas-powered compact
track loaders since 1962

Max Carrington // Editor

editor@equipmentjournal.com

when it released the 15.5
hp, 2-cylinder M440. So, the
new T7X is a testament to
the company’s passion for
this type of machine.
It’s impossible to tell
what will go the way of the
EV1 and what will become
a mainstay in the industry.
But if there is ever a chance
for me to operate something
new, and potentially innovative, I’m going to take it.
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YOU BROKE IT,
WE FIX IT!
Major or minor machine repair and maintenance
at our shop or we bring our shop to you
minimizing your downtime.

Rotar International joins Open-S Alliance
Rotar International, a
manufacturer of premium
hydraulic attachments for
excavators in the demolition, recycling and scrap
metal industry, has become
a member of the Open-S
Alliance.
The goal of Open-S Alliance is to give machine
operators and contractors
around the world the freedom to combine machine
couplers, tiltrotators and
work tools from manufacturers that are in compliance
with the standard, and to
promote continued technological development. The
Open-S Alliance is open
to all manufacturers in the
industry who believe in
the benefits of a common
standard. The organization
now welcomes Rotar International as a member.
Rotar International is a
manufacturer with an extensive product line for hydraulic
excavators for the demolition and recycling industry.
Based in the Netherlands,
the company has over the
years become a full service
supplier for the demolition and recycling market.
Rotar International joins the

Open-S Alliance as a Supporting Member.
“We at Rotar International,
manufacturer of hydraulic
attachments, are delighted to
be a member of the Open-S
Alliance. We supported the
Open-S philosophy from day
one. With our joint knowledge
we have developed a perfect
solution for the demolition and
recycling industry. Today, a lot
of our equipment is factory
fitted with original OEM-integrated, fully-automatic quick
coupler adapters. Our customers experience the many
advantages that the plug and
play system is offering. Such
as safety, weight, compactness and service friendliness,”
says Louis Broekhuizen,
Commercial Director, Rotar
International.
“We are very happy that
yet another quality manufacturer of excavator work
tools joins the alliance. The
Rotar customer can benefit greatly from the Open-S
standard as high value work
tools now with ease can be
shared between different excavators in order to increase
the utilization ratio and improve profitability. As more
excavator brands can mount

Bird Construction lands $200M
film studio contract
Bird Construction has
announced that it has
been awarded a contract
for construction of Lake
City Studios by Lake City
Industries Limited Partnership in Burnaby, British
Columbia. The project has
a contract value in excess of
$200 million.
Once complete, Lake City
Studios hopes to create a
significant economic development opportunity in
the community and result
in a world-class film studio
with the potential to attract
major productions and support the overall growth of
the film industry locally.
The Project includes over
1.3 million square feet of
space and incorporates 21
sound stages, production
offices, general office space,
storage and workshops, an
underground parkade as
well as site works and landscaping.

"We are very pleased to
have the opportunity to
deliver another important
project for this client, as well
as contribute to the growth
and prosperity of the community. This large-scale
project leverages our team's
demonstrated execution
experience and contributes
to the continued expansion
of our project portfolio in
the BC market, as well as
continues to build our relationship with this client for
whom we have executed a
number of projects across
Canada." said Mr. Teri McKibbon, President and CEO
of Bird Construction Inc.
"Bird's track record and
expanded platform positions us to take advantage
of a strong pipeline of projects in this market, and
positively supports our
geographic diversity and
focus on building long term
shareholder value."

Open-S compliant products
from factories this will make it
even easier in the future,” says
Stefan Stockhaus, Chairman
of the Open-S Alliance.

We have the capabilities to run hydraulic diagnosis
and repairs. We also do full engine rebuilds. Serving
the Construction, Agricultural & Industrial Industries.
Call us today!

519-796-4839
lakeshoreequipment.ca
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SALES, RENTALS
&
RENTAL PURCHASE
Since 1976

LONDON, ONTARIO, CANADA
Contact John or Mark at:
1-800-265-5747 or 519-686-1123
Email: sales@marcelequipment.com
Rosaire in Timmins at: 705-268-3311

UNITS SOLD WITH WARRANTY
WE ALSO RENT EQUIPMENT
$CALL
REBUILT CAT 826H COMPACTORS - 0 Hours
Components Rebuilt, Complete Machine Recondition, 3 year CAT Component Warranty.
40 Compactors to choose from.

$CALL
CAT 390FL (2016) - 8,210 Hours
32’ Boom, 14’5” Stick, Coupler
41” Pads, Service and SOS record available.
Very Clean & Straight.

$285,000
CAT D7E (2012) - 3,554 Hours

Differential Steer, 26" Pads, Semi U Blade, Choice of
Winch, Ripper or Drawbar, Grade Control Joystick,
Rear Camera. Exceptionally Clean Unit. Warranty.

$325,000
KOMATSU WA500-7 (2015) - 7,595 Hours

CONTACT MARK or JOHN

1-800-265-5747 or 519-686-1123

Reconditioned/Rebuilt CAT 816F’s
Choice of 8
All Needed Reconditioning Completed, Work Ready
with Warranty.

$CALL
CAT 972M (2019) - 3,285 Hours

High Lift, Dealer Maintained, L-5 Tires, NEW 6.75
CYD GP Bucket, Coupler is Available, CAT Payload
Monitoring, CAT Auto Grease System.

$CALL
KOMATSU WA500-3L (1998) - 28,750 Hours
Re-Man Cummins Engine @ 22,000 Hours,
Goodyear L-4 Tires, Load-Rite LR810 Scale,
Auto Grease System, Well Maintained

$CALL
KOMATSU WA500-8 (2017) - 6,659 Hours

8 CY Bkt, Auto Grease, Joystick/Steering Wheel
Steer, Ride Control, Rear View Camera.

Yard Loader Arrangement, 8.25 CY Bucket,
875/65R29 Tires,
Very Good Well Maintained Loader.

$235,000

$125,000

JOHN DEERE 872G (2013) - 5,840 Hours

JOHN DEERE 700K LGP PIPELAYER (2014)
1,953 Hours,Steer Wheel, 14’ Blade, 17.5R25

6x6, Snow Wing, 17.5R25 Snow – Ice Tires,
Front Lift Group, Frt & Rear Fenders,
Work Ready.

$CALL

Snow/Ice Tires, 6 Wheel Drive, Falls Snow Wing,
Rear Ripper, Fenders.

$CALL

$CALL
VOLVO A30F (2012) - 9,250 Hours

23.5R25 Tires, Tail-gate, Straight Truck,
Arriving soon.

CAT 988H (2011) - 14,765 Hours
0 Hr Rebuilt Engine, Recent Trans, Torque and
All Pumps, CAT Inspection, Pressure Checks & Oil
Samples, 10 CYD Spade Bkt, NEW L-5 Re-Cap Tires.

$CALL

$750,000
CAT D8T LGP (2017)

3685 Hours - Idle Hours: 1608, Auto Reverse
Cooling Fan, 38" ES Track Pads, CAT SU Blade
with Tilt, High Speed Oil Change. Warranty.

CAT D8T LGP (2014) - 12,165 Hours
38” Pads, CAT SU Blade, Choice of Ripper or Winch,
Good U/C, Nice Tractor.

$275,000
RECONDITIONED CAT D6T XW (2013)

9,225 Hours, SU Blade, Complete New U/C, 30”
Pads, Optional MS Ripper. Warranty.

$CALL
CAT 980M (2016) - 6,490 Hours
High Lift, Dealer Maintained, GP Bucket With Side
Guards, Steering Wheel, CAT Payload Monitoring,
Auto-Dig Function, Axle Oil Coolers, CAT Auto Grease.

$CALL

$CALL
CAT 773G (2014) - 15,245 Hours

CAT 773G (2012) - 12,495 Hours

Dual Slope, Lined & Heated Body, Auto Grease,
Rear Camera, All Needed Repairs & Servicing being
Completed, Good Tires.

Dual Slope, Lined & Heated Body, Auto Grease,
Rear Camera, All Needed Repairs & Servicing has
been Completed, Good Tires.

VIEW our Complete Inventory at: www.marcelequipment.com
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ASV launches new Yanmar-powered RT-40
ASV has introduced a
repowered RT-40 Posi-Track®
loader with a Yanmar engine.
According to the company,
the 38.2-horsepower engine
improves serviceability for
machine owners by allowing
them to have the Yanmar engine serviced at ASV dealers.
So, ASV believes the increased power and the
convenience of its serviceability add to the appeal of
the RT-40 as a more productive, safer option when
compared to walk-behind
and stand-on loaders.
Additionally, the smallframe RT-40 aims to improve
comfor t, visibility and
performance over its predecessor.
The company claims that it
is a leading performer in applications that require work
in tight spaces, including
urban snow clearing and
landscaping. This would
make it an ideal rental product for homeowners, rental
fleets and contractors.
“With the Yanmar-powered RT-40, we are doubling
down on the machine’s performance, reliability and
comfort, as well as making
it easier for our customers
to service the engine at ASV
dealers,” said Buck Storlie,
ASV Holdings Inc. product manager. “The RT-40 is
already a staple due to its
ability to bring more power
and productivity to limited-space work that may
otherwise have required a
fence removal or needed to
be done by hand.”

Power & productivity
The repowered RT-40
includes a more powerful
new 38.2-horsepower Tier
4, 3-cylinder Yanmar engine.
The compact track loader
features a 48.3-inch width,
an 8.4-foot lift height, a 931rated operating capacity and
a 7.1 mph top speed.
Also, the machine boasts
high tractive effort, and
powerful pushing and digging power, thanks to ASV’s
Posi-Power system.
The RT-40’s quick attach
fits a variety of attachments
and works with an optional
adaptor plate for full-sized
or walk-behind/stand-on
loader attachments. An idler
wheels full-metal-face seal
package increases the ROC
to 1,008 pounds.

In addition, the loader’s
compact size allows it to be
conveniently towed behind
a 1/2-ton pickup truck.
The RT-40 comes standard
with variable auxiliary hydraulic flow and can operate
efficiently at a high auxiliary
circuit flow rate, powered
by 13.3-gpm of pump capacity and 3,000 psi of system
pressure. Labor-intensive belt
servicing is eliminated thanks
to ASV’s signature use of a
direct drive pump.
This, along with the machine’s large line sizes and
hydraulic coolers, transfer
more flow and pressure directly to the attachment to help
prevent power loss.
An efficient cooling system
allows operators to get more
out of their machine.
The RT-40 is tested to operate at full load 100% of the
time in ambient temperatures
from -40 up to 118 F.

Serviceability & reliability
Customers can take advantage of ASV’s network of
dealers as the RT-40’s Yanmar engine can be serviced
at these locations.
Additionally, the machine
is designed so operators can
spend less time servicing it
and more time productively
on the jobsite. Its rear-tilting hood offers easy access
to maintenance points, including filters, oil and fuel
tank reservoirs, hydraulic and
water separator drains and
the battery.
The loader is built with a
heavy-duty frame, drive table
and axles. It features new
wiring harness routing for
additional durability.
In addition, the drive hose
routing and chassis sealing
are designed for reduced
rubbing, fewer line breaks
and boosted hose longevity.
Metal-face seals on the front
and back ensure the drive
hubs do not require maintenance for the life of the
machine.
An optional bumper or
bumper and limb riser can
help protect the machine in
tough applications, such as
rental applications.
ASV’s Posi-Track loaders
come with a 2-year, 2,000hour warranty. This warranty
includes the industry’s first
and only no-derailment guarantee and covers the tracks for
the entire warranty period.

Comfort & ease of operation play and standard hydraulic frame results in a 10.8-inch machine’s weight evenly. As a
ASV focussed on enhancing
the comfort of the RT-40’s
compact cab. The company
claims that entry and exit is
easier and operators have
more hip room due to the
new single-sided lap bar—
similar to that on the larger
MAX-Series models.
Also, partially adjustable
armrests and a tall cab improves comfort for operators
of different sizes.
The cab is pressurized,
resulting in a cleaner incab environment. Optional
all-weather or cold weather
cabs include heat and air conditioning.
Also, ASV offers additional
comfort features, including a
cup holder, phone mount and
DC outlet.
According to ASV, the
RT-40 offers a safer and more
productive alternative to similar-sized walk-behind and
stand-on skid-steer loaders.
Its cab features rollover and
falling object protection, sheltering operators from outside
elements with available enclosed configurations, and
eliminating the fatigue that
comes with standing.
Intuitiveness is improved
by a new 4.3-inch color dis-

joystick controls that puts full
control of the machine at the
operator’s fingertips.
Additionally, a new drive
transmission allows for more
precise control and finetuned operation.
Also, the machine includes
visibility improvements over
its predecessor. A new frameless front door includes
floor-to-ceiling glass area, allowing operators to better see
their work and attachments.
The cab’s large side and rear
windows provide additional
lines of sight. This is further
improved by the bright rear
LED light and adjustable front
pedestal lighting. An optional
backup camera is available
to replace the standard rearview mirror for additional
convenience and visibility.

ground clearance, higher than
any walk-behind or stand-on
loader, as well as many larger
machines. The unit can easily
travel over rocks, logs, stumps
and other obstacles with less
risk of getting hung up.
ASV’s Posi-Track system
features a flexible track
and an open-rail and internal positive drive-sprocket
undercarriage, allowing for
more traction, longer wear life
and faster, more convenient
undercarriage cleaning.
Also, Posi-Track loaders
have a large number of ground
contact points, spreading the

AUTHORIZED
DISTRIBUTOR

result, the RT-40 features an
industry-low 3.5 psi ground
pressure, reducing the risk
of damage to turf.
Optional smooth turf tracks
minimize the risk of damage
underfoot even further. The
low ground pressure also
translates to more flotation
and traction on steep, slippery and wet ground, and
enhanced control and pushing capabilities. The wide,
flexible track maintains more
contact with the ground than
other designs, helping to virtually eliminate the risk of
track derailment.
ALL MAKES
ALL MODELS

POWERTRAIN SPECIALISTS

Posi-Track benefits
While many compact
track loader designs use the
same chassis for their compact track loaders as their
skid steers, ASV designs its
patented Posi-Track and skidsteer loaders independently
to provide customers with the
highest performance from
each machine.
The RT-40’s dedicated

TRANSMISSIONS - AXLES - STEERING

PARTS - EXCHANGE - REBUILDS

TARTEN EQUIPMENT LIMITED
6199 Shawson Drive Mississauga, ON L5T 1E5
Phone: 905 670 1704

Fax: 905 670 4790

Toll Free: 1 888 670 1704

WWW.TARTEN.COM

COMMITTED TO SERVICE EXCELLENCE SINCE 1976

BIG OR SMALL.

WE GREASE ‘EM ALL.

› Reduced Downtime. › Simple. Reliable. › Manufactured In Canada.
› Keeping Operators Safe. › Service All Makes. › Save Components. Save Money.
LUBECORE.COM

905-864-3110

ACROSS NORTH AMERICA
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JLG DaVinciGO app provides smartphone-enabled diagnostics
JLG Industries enables service technicians to connect
to the JLG DaVinci AE1932
scissor lift via the exclusive
DaVinciGO app, providing intelligent diagnostics
through a smartphone or

tablet. The DaVinciGO app
can be used on iOS and
Android devices to view,
diagnose and troubleshoot
JLG’s all-electric machine in
real time, from any location.
According to Randi Mc-

RENTALSSALESSERVICE
480 Wyecroft Road, Oakville, ON L6K 2G7

www.highreachinc.com
IC-250
18 TON CAPACITY

BRODERSON CARRY DECK CRANES
Broderson Carry Deck Cranes are extremely versatile, ideal for lifting material
that require a compact, low-profile crane to maneuver in tight spaces and clear
overhead obstacles. Multiple sizes and capacities, including optional equipment
for customization, ensures your Broderson crane can fulfill all your lifting needs.
MODEL: IC-250
Max Capacity

18 ton @ 6’ radius

Travel Height

8’

Full-Power Boom Length

50’

Boom Extension

20’

Max Boom Tip Height

79’4”

Max Horizontal Reach

70’

Machine Width

8’

Vehicle Weight

Approx. 38,000 lbs

Prime Motive Power Options

Gas, LP, Diesel or Electric

Drive

4 Wheel drive available

Steer

4 Wheel steering available

Manufacturing Corp.

Clure, marketing manager for
JLG scissor lifts, the DaVinciGO app, which comes
standard on JLG DaVinci lifts,
sets a new benchmark for the
industry by eliminating the
need for a separate analyzer,
or any other specialized tools,
to run machine diagnostics.
This app enables users to get
remote assistance using smart
phone-enabled diagnostics.
“The DaVinciGO app allows
service personnel, such as a
field technician, to perform
operations, such as software
updates, configuration, calibration, and more, via any
connected device,” says McClure. “Utilizing the latest
digital technology, this app
will reduce diagnostic time
by giving users the ability to
quickly identify and address
machine issues.”
McClure continues, “And
when product support is
needed, users can use the
DaVinciGO app to remotely
engage with the JLG service

center.” Using their smart devices like a “modem,” users
can use the app to connect the
machine directly to the JLG
service center, giving them
the ability to remotely view
current machine information,
such as the serial number,
diagnostic troubleshooting
codes (DTCs) or the value
on a specific input, output, or
internal channel, in real time.
Users can also use the
DaVinciGO app to calibrate
and configure their DaVinci
scissor lift, adjusting inputs,
outputs, and parameters in
real-time. And, says McClure,
it is also possible to use the
app to reset a setting to its
factory default value. Also,
McClure says, the app allows
service technicians to send
or get over-the-air software
updates and see machine
settings without the need of
a computer.
The app is free to download
and install via the App Store
or Google Play.

CANADIAN DEALER FOR:

ORION
BETTER FORK LIFT TRUCKS

HARDING EQUIPMENT INC.

T: (905) 844-4164 F: (905) 844-2135

25,000 to 140,000 lbs
capacity

17,000 to 140,000 lbs
capacity

2.5 – 25 tons
capacity

450-437-8848
hardingequipment@sympatico.ca
FAX: 450-430-5352

SNOW
TIME!

SMI BK-3200 new augers, new impeller,
bad motor (parts only).
$11,500.

1990 SMI 5250A c/w 2 GM diesels, front
& rear, 2000 T.P.H., very clean, low hrs.
$65,000.

1979 SMI 5250 GM-GM, single cab,
good condition.
$39,000.

1979 SMI BM-2200 GM-453, low
hours, ex-municipality.
$23,500.

1981 OSHKOSH R, c/w CAT 825 HP
rear eng, 400 hours, 5000 tph capacity.
$85,000.

1983 VOHL DV-4000, J.D. motor, telchute.
$44,500

SMI 7200 ribbon blower, rebuilt 1997
G.M. V-12.
$48,500.

1996 SMI 8400, 4000 tons per hour,
G.M - G.M, 710 hp.
$105,000

1978 SMI 5250, GM - GM, low hours,
fresh paint.
$39,500.

1999 VOHL DV-4000, louder mount,
J.D. diesel
$65,000.

1975 CAT 14G, good runner.

1997 RPM TECH P-3500 dump blower,
Cummins KT-450.
$59,000

1987 FORD F-700, 4x4, GM Diesel,
long frame, good condition. $14,000.

1983 WESTERN STAR, 6x6,
Cummins 270 HP, 18-46 axles, good
condition!
$57,000.

1998 BOMAG BW164AD, 66” drum,
water system, very clean.
P.O.A.

$57,500.
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LOADERS
THAT PAY
Big power, fast cycles, and an OEM-designed and integrated payload
system give CASE G Series wheel loaders the optimal match of speed and
precision for your most intensive loading applications. Make weight every
time, reduce under/overload situations, and experience all the benefits
of the newly enhanced CASE G Series wheel loaders — including a new
touchscreen operator interface, new adjustable electro-hydraulic controls,
enhanced telematics and remote diagnostics.

It’s the Only Way. CaseCE.com/GSeries

©2022 CNH Industrial America LLC. All rights reserved. CASE is a trademark registered in the United States and many other countries, owned by or licensed
to CNH Industrial N.V., its subsidiaries or affiliates.

CCE_WL72_Product_WL72_Rock_WOC_FP4C_EJ_JAN_2022_FINAL.indd 1

12/29/21 8:34 AM
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FORGET AUCTIONS!
Sell on consignment
with Toromont Cat!

TOROMONT EQUIP

HERE ARE 4 REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD CHOOSE
TOROMONT CAT CONSIGNMENT PROGRAM:
You get to set the sell price.
You get a free inspection and evaluation.
Our sales reps find the buyer for you.
You gain exceptional visibility thanks to the largest used
equipment sales network in Eastern Canada.

READY TO SELL?

Contact our Toromont Cat team at
1 833 953-7847 or visit us online.
toromontequip.com/sell
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416.770.7706 or 705.566.8190

SERVING
GTA & SUDBURY
SINCE 1968

www.bmcdowell.com / sales@bmcdowell.com

RENT/ BUY ME

Windjammer Capital acquires Fecon
Fecon LLC, a global manufacturer of heavy-duty forestry mulching equipment
and related forestry accessories for over 30 years, has
announced that LFM Capital has sold Fecon to Windjammer Capital Investors.
Fecon was founded in 1992
and is based in Lebanon,
Ohio. The company serves
a variety of end markets,
including utility and infrastructure maintenance, right
of way/site development,
fire prevention and other
applications.
Additionally, Fecon has
burnished its position as
a trusted supplier to the
market, supported by its
products, dealer network,
IP portfolio, focus on new
product innovation and customer service. The company
has a large installed base
and more than 550 dealer
customers nationwide.
Bob Dieckman, CEO of
Fecon, commented, “We are
appreciative of the guidance
provided by the LFM team,
which allowed Fecon to confidently pursue a number of
strategic and operational
priorities that have enabled
strong growth over the last
three years. We are excited
about partnering with the
Windjammer Capital team
and look forward to the company’s continued success.”

2013 cat 336dl
Cat C9 diesel - 266 hp,
80,464 lb op. weight
STk # B160-136
RENT US

2018 LINK-BELT 290 X2 & 240 X2,
Isuzu eng. 207/177 hp, 20’2/19’2”
boom, stk# R160-1003/1006

2019 LINK-BELT 210X2 + 235 X3 &
2022 LINK-BELT 210 X4, Isuzu eng,
stk# R160-1018, B160-208/225

RENT ME

“Fecon is a great example
of the type of business
Windjammer seeks for investment – a niche market
leader, delivering mission
critical products and services with a solid market
position,” said Matt Anderson, Managing Director
at Windjammer. “Fecon’s
strong market positioning,
bolstered by robust vegetation management trends
offers great opportunity for
growth, both organically
and through acquisition.

We’re excited to partner with
Bob and the Fecon team to
further bolster their market
leading capabilities.”
“Fecon’s management
team has built a well-respected business that
delivers a proven customer value proposition that is
second to none," said Greg
Bondick, Managing Principal at Windjammer. “We
look forward to working
closely with the Fecon team
to capitalize on its multiple
growth opportunities.”

ASV’s new line of CTL and skid steer attachments
ASV Holdings Inc. has introduced a line of branded
attachments tested for use
on ASV machines.
The ASV-branded attachments include a full range of
buckets, pallet forks, grapples and brush mowers,
with each attachment type
available for every machine
in ASV’s lineup.
According to the company, contractors will benefit
from being able to work with
an ASV dealer as a single
point of contact for a comprehensive package of ASV
equipment and attachments.
“It’s our goal to enhance
convenience for our customers in everything from
the purchase process to the
operation of our equipment,”
said Jeff Pate, director of sales
for the ASV brand. “Our new
attachment line streamlines
the purchasing process by

RENT US

2014 MOROOKA MST2200VD, Cat
power, heat & A/C, new tracks at 1700
hours, stk# B145-186

RENT ME

2017 CAT 950 GC, Cat C7.1 Tier IV diesel
225 hp, engine blk heater, heated mirrors,
Fusion Q/C, snow pusher, stk# R110-1001
RENT US

RENT ME

2012 CAT D8T, Cat C15 Acert diesel
eng, Accugrade ready, 4 BBL single
shank ripper, good u/c, stk# B130-102

2017 CAT D3K2 XL, 2016 D4K2 XL
(2), 2016 CAT D6N XL, heat & A/C, stk#
B130-90/93, R130-1001, R130-1003
RENT ME

BUY ME

2021 EAGER BEAVER 25XPT, 22’ flat
2014 VOLVO A25F, Volvo D11HA, Tier
deck, 8’6” W, 6R/side, ABS sys. w/spring IV diesel 315 hp, 6 wheel dr, 26.5 ton
brakes, lockable toolbox, stk# B210-469 payload, backup camera, stk# B145-153
BUY ME
BUY/RENT

allowing ASV dealers to be a
one-stop-shop and ensures
our customers get the best
performance and reliability
with an ASV attachment.”
The attachments, available through ASV’s dealer
network, are tested for use
with ASV machines.
Additionally, the attachments feature a 24-month
warranty, providing additional peace of mind with
parts and support available
directly from ASV.

Also, the new attachments
are available for financing—
commercial buyers who
purchase an ASV machine
through an ASV dealer have
the option to bundle the
attachment in the finance
package.
ASV plans to continue
to expand the attachment
line, adding to the growing
capabilities of ASV machines
and fill the increasing demands and variety of
job-specific applications.

2020 HAMM HD12VV TANDEM ROLLER, 48” smooth
drum, Kubota, water system, 2012 & 2018 AMMANN ASC110 & ASC130, 84”
smooth & padfoot, Cummins, 25,289 & 27,820 lbs.
stk# B200-385

BMCDOWELL.COM FOR FULL LIST OF INVENTORY
OEM PARTS
& SERVICE
Hammers

Compaction

Wheel Loaders

Compact Equipment

Trailers/Floats

Air Compressors
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John Deere expands its excavator attachment offering
Today, John Deere introduces new additions to its attachment family for excavators with the ME36 and ME50
mulchers, and the RE40 and RE50 rotary brush cutters.
The ME36 and ME50 mulchers are equipped with knifestyle cutting teeth on a split ring rotor. The spiral, double
helix tool pattern and innovative tool shape allow for fast,
efficient cutting for mulch up to 5-inch material.
A controlled and metered cutting depth allows the

Jeff Lillycrop, CPPA

905-977-8402
jblappraisalservices@gmail.com

TRUCKS, MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT APPRAISALS
USPAP Compliant and CPPAG Certified

On-Site Orderly Liquidation Services

www.jblservices.ca

QUiCK DeliVeRY

operator to maintain high rotor revolutions per minute
(RPM) and a productive mulching rate. The teeth may
be sharpened and easily flipped for a fresh cutting edge,
extending the tool’s life. The mulcher attachments are
ideal for right-of-way maintenance and fire/fuel reduction,
clearing standing or felled trees and brush along fencerows,
roadsides, waterways, and other hard-to-reach places.
The RE40 and RE50 brush cutters bring more versatility for excavators. These brush cutters are ideal
for embankment and ditch management, over-fence
brush management, rail right-of-way maintenance, and
otherwise difficult to reach areas. Three swinging blades
mounted to a blade carrier can fell and cut material up to
6 inches in diameter. A heavy-duty hinged debris shield
retracts when the head is engaged with trees and brush,
exposing the blades, and allowing for aggressive cuts.
The RE40 and RE50 brush cutters directionally beveled
blades push material into the head of the cutter, creating
fine debris for recycling. The blades are also reversible, so
when the leading-edge wears, they can be unbolted and
flipped over for a fresh cutting edge. An automatic hydraul-

VeRSATilitY

Make a Way.

ic braking system quickly stops the blade rotation after
the machine is turned off, so operators can exit the cab.
Equipped with a bolt-on mounting system, the RE cutters offer flexible configuration to a variety of coupling
systems. If coupling requirements change, units can be
quickly and easily reconfigured.
“Both attachment lines offer customers a means to
step into the growing vegetation management segment
of machine use,” said Jason Simmons, Project Manager
of Global Attachments at John Deere Construction and
Forestry Division. The features of the mulchers and
cutters deliver value to customers so they can achieve
high productivity, uptime and low operating costs. These
attachments are tested in the toughest applications,
ensuring they will get the job done and are durable
enough to last.
The attachments are tested and optimized to work
with John Deere excavators, but the mulchers are also
compatible with many competitive 5–10 ton excavator
models. The brush cutters are also compatible with many
competitive 3–10 ton excavator models.

iN-sTOCK PARtS

1.336.584.6700
WORDROCKDRillS.COM
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John Deere to acquire majority ownership in Kreisel Electric
Deere & Company has signed a definitive agreement to
acquire majority ownership in Kreisel Electric Inc., a battery technology provider based in Rainbach im Mühlkreis,
Austria.
Kreisel develops high-density, high-durability electric battery modules and packs. Additionally, Kreisel has developed
a charging infrastructure platform (CHIMERO) that utilizes
this patented battery technology.
Since 2014, Kreisel has been focused on the development
of immersion-cooled electric battery modules and packs for
high-performance and off-highway applications.
The company has a differentiated battery technology and
battery-buffered charging infrastructure offering and currently
serves a global customer base across multiple end markets,
including commercial vehicles, off-highway vehicles, marine,
e-motorsports and other high-performance applications.
According to John Deere, the demand is growing for batteries as a sole- or hybrid-propulsion system for off-highway
vehicles. Products in Deere’s portfolio such as turf equipment,
compact utility tractors, small tractors, compact construc-

tion and some road building equipment could rely solely on
batteries as a primary power source.
Deere intends to continue to invest in and develop technologies to innovate, deliver value to customers, and work
towards a future with zero emissions propulsion systems.
The majority investment in Kreisel Electric will allow
Deere to optimally integrate vehicle and powertrain designs
around high-density battery packs while leveraging Kreisel’s
charging technology to build out infrastructure required for
customer adoption.
“Kreisel’s battery technology can be applied across the broad
portfolio of Deere products, and Kreisel’s in-market experience
will benefit Deere as we ramp up our battery-electric vehicle
portfolio. Deere will provide the expertise, global footprint,
and funding to enable Kreisel to continue its fast growth
in core markets,” said Pierre Guyot, Senior Vice President,
John Deere Power Systems. “This is an opportunity to invest
in a company with unique technology that’s designed for
the demanding conditions where Deere customers work…
Furthermore, building an electrified portfolio is key to John

Deere’s sustainability goal of pursuing new technologies that
reduce the environmental impact of new products and work
toward zero emissions propulsion systems on equipment,
while increasing our customers’ efficiency and productivity.”
Kreisel Electric will retain its employees, brand name and
trademark, and continue to operate from its current location
in Austria to serve its growing customer base. The company
was founded by brothers Johann, Markus and Philipp Kreisel
and has approximately 160 full-time employees.
In a joint statement, Johann, Markus, and Philipp Kreisel
said the Kreisel team looks forward to expanding its base
business, leveraging the Deere channel to accelerate adoption
of battery-electric vehicles and charging stations, and working
with Deere’s vehicle design teams on product advancements.
The transaction requires final regulatory approval in Austria, with closing expected to take place in approximately 60
days. Financial details are not being disclosed.

SERVING THE CONSTRUCTION, DEMOLITION & MINING INDUSTRIES FOR OVER 55 YEARS

FEATURING A FULL LINE OF HYDRAULIC ROCK BREAKERS
FOR CARRIERS RANGING FROM 1 TON TO 120 TON CLASS

OilQuick announces North American
quick coupler manufacturing venture
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Shaun Brown
Cell: (613) 532-4823
Office: (613) 542-1500
shaun_brown@tramac.com

Montreal Office:
(888) 663-8122
3421 Industriel Boulevard, Laval,
Que. H7L 4S3

Quebec City Office:
(418) 877-5557
1711 rte de L’aeroport #4,
L’ancienne Lorette, Que. G2G 2P4

OilQuickUSA, an Exodus Global company, and OilQuick
AB, the manufacturer of the OilQuick Automatic Quick
Coupler System, have announced a joint venture to manufacture automatic coupling systems in the U.S. The new
company will be named OilQuick Americas, LLC “OQA” and
will service both the North and South American markets.
OQA is investing millions of dollars in state-of-the-art
manufacturing machinery at its Superior, Wisconsin location. This joint venture greatly increases our manufacturing
capacity to meet the exponential growth in demand.
“Having worked with Ake and Henrik Sonerud for six
years now made the decision to form a JV with them easy.
Their approach to business, commitment to quality, and
respect they show their employees and customers dovetails
perfectly with Exodus Global,” states Kevin Boreen, CEO of
Exodus Global, LLC.
Boreen continued, “The market for Automatic Quick
Couplers in North America is gaining momentum daily.
This investment gives OQA the unique ability to service
our customers with domestic manufacturing. With over
36,500 coupler systems installed worldwide, no competitor
even comes close to the reliability of the OilQuick Coupler.”
Henrik Sonerud, CEO of OilQuickAB states, “The team at
Exodus Global is a perfect match for us, having the very same
view of business, quality, and support for our customers.
We are very happy to start this new journey with them.”
Sonerud continued, “This is also a necessary step for us
in our global expansion, by doing this, we release capacity
for our growth in Europe and Asia, but even more importantly severely improve support to our customers in North
America by shortening the delivery times and increasing
the flexibility.”
OilQuick Americas began transacting business on January
1st, 2022, and full production of the OilQuick Automatic
Quick Coupler System will commence later in 2022.
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(705) 560-BULL (2855)

1510 Fairburn St. Sudbury, ON P3A 1N7

www.bullpowertrain.com

WE ARE YOUR AUTHORIZED SERVICE CENTRE FOR

J.R. Brisson announces a new branch in Ontario
J.R. Brisson Equipment has announced
the opening of a new CASE Construction
branch in Sudbury, Ontario.
This new branch is part of J.R. Brisson
Equipment's growth plan as it continues
to strengthen its presence in its territory by
relying on its expertise and unparalleled
customer service.
With this fourth branch, the company
claims that it is consolidating its objective
of maximizing its service offer over a larger
territory, while maintaining its values of
proximity to its customers.
The 11,600 square foot building will open
on February 1st, 2022.

About J.R. Brisson Equipment
Employing more than 55 employees with
its four branches, J.R. Brisson Equipment has
been working in the field of construction and
snow removal equipment for many years in
Western Quebec, Eastern Ontario and now
in Northeastern Ontario.
The company is known for its expertise
with its CASE Construction product line.
Since 2017, J.R. Brisson Equipment is part
of the Terapro Group, a group of 18 dealers
of CASE construction products as well as
New Holland agriculture serving Quebec
and Ontario.

We Manufacture
OEM Driveshafts

Authorized to
perform warranty work

OEM parts and components for
all your off-highway equipment

Factory trained
technicians

SUBSCRIBE TO
The Hilti Group acquires Fieldwire for $300 million
The Hilti Group has entered into an agreement to acquire Fieldwire, a San Francisco-based construction technology company
for an approximate $300 million. The acquisition will bring together Fieldwire’s product
and Hilti’s global brand and market reach to
help drive productivity at contractors and
on construction sites.
Fieldwire provides a platform for jobsite
management that powers more than a million jobsites worldwide.
Founded in 2013, Fieldwire has built a
presence in North America and expanded
internationally into Europe and Asia Pacific,
while building market-specific features that
look to allow customers to improve field
productivity.
The San Francisco based company is
presently supporting thousands of clients
to better manage their jobsites digitally by
offering a software solution that is reliable,
easy to use, has a wide range of features and
is also device-agnostic. It is used by general
and specialty contractors alike.
“The acquisition of Fieldwire will accelerate Hilti’s capability to deliver productivity to
our customers through software solutions.
Since digitalization has become a major
driver of productivity in construction, Hilti
has been investing in digital solutions for
construction professionals. This acquisition
will strengthen our software portfolio and is
a logical step towards our vision of becoming
the leading digitalization partner for our

customers. We intend to continue investing
in the platform to create the next market
leader in construction project management
software.” said Christoph Loos, CEO of the
Hilti Group.
With Hilti’s support, the team at Fieldwire
will look to expedite the work on building the
preferred digital solution for construction
professionals in the market.
The current Fieldwire team members
will be invited to stay with Hilti Fieldwire
under the continued leadership of the two
founders, Yves Frinault and Javed Singha,
and additional efforts will also be made to
significantly grow the team.
“We started Fieldwire to help construction
contractors empower their teams, drive field
productivity and create stronger, more profitable companies. With Hilti, we have found
a partner that truly shares our values and
at the same time allows us to speed up our
product development for our customers in
new and existing markets. We are thrilled to
be joining the Hilti Group,” said Yves Frinault,
Fieldwire’s Co-founder & CEO.
In 2017, Hilti was part of Fieldwire’s Series
B financing round. It has since then provided ongoing guidance as the company
scaled rapidly. As an early investor, Hilti
already has a sound working relationship
with Fieldwire, and together the companies
plan to strive towards making construction
job sites around the world simpler and more
productive.
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used machines, one click away at brandtused.ca

2008
2009 JOHN
JOHN DEERE
DEERE 310SJ
310SJ
0U176006
Unit #: 0U164539

$55,900
$48,900

2018
2015 JOHN
JOHN DEERE
DEERE 17G
290G LC
Unit #: 0U227879
0U706428

$33,400
$114,900

2013
2014 JOHN
JOHN DEERE
DEERE 953K
772G
Unit #: 0U233120
0U662575

$184,900
$174,000

2015
2004 JOHN
JOHN DEERE
DEERE 772G
624J
Unit #: 0U667199
0U591772

$335,000
$115,000

2018 JOHN
JOHN DEERE
DEERE 544K
959M
Unit #: 0U687826
0U325248

$165,000
$399,000

2013
D65EX-17
2012 KOMATSU
HITACHI ZX350LC-5
#: 0U001289
0U930065
Unit #:

$155,000
$126,350

2014
2018 JOHN
JOHN DEERE
DEERE 903KH
310SL HL
Unit #:
#: 0U259733
0U327608

$111,000
$119,000

2016
DEERE 772G
2001 JOHN
NEW HOLLAND
LW170TC
Unit #:
#: 0U673522
1U575122

$359,000
$29,000

2018
2012 JOHN
JOHN DEERE
DEERE 544K
460E
Unit #:
#: 1U691707
0U646236

$219,100
$166,600

2016 JOHN
JOHN DEERE
DEERE 35G
L6060
Unit #:
#: 0U277310
0U043069

$50,850
$55,000

2013
T770
2017 BOBCAT
BOMAG BW206AD5
#: 0U011945
0U211023
Unit #:

$46,900
$105,900

2007
ZX350LC
2018 HITACHI
JOHN DEERE
848L
Unit #:
#: 0U052255
1U687996

$89,000
$335,000

2018
DEERE
2018 JOHN
BOBCAT
E35i324K
Unit #:
#: 0U047382
0U212338

$124,000
$67,000

2019
2018 JOHN
JOHN DEERE
DEERE 324G
1050K
Unit #:
#: 0U345845
0U336332

$62,500
$425,000

2017
2010 CATERPILLAR
CATERPILLAR 730
277C
Unit #:
#: 0U400509
0U002319

$439,000
$37,900

Your go-to choice for quality refurbished,
used and aftermarket industrial equipment parts.
brandt.ca/valueparts

18882272638
FLEXIBLE OPTIONS
FINANCING CUSTOMIZED,
FIND OUT MORE 1-855-711-4545

2015
PC290LC1
2017 KOMATSU
JOHN DEERE
1910E
Unit #:
#: 0U027252
1U001560
Unit

$128,000
$290,000

2015
DEERE 204K
2019 JOHN
NEW HOLLAND
L230
Unit
Unit #:
#: 0U038979
0U452931

$79,900
$69,000

2016
2012 JOHN
JOHN DEERE
DEERE314G
323D
Unit
Unit #:
#: 1U297290
0U219065

$42,900
$44,000

2014
2018 JOHN
JOHN DEERE
DEERE333E
853MH
Unit
Unit #:
#: 1U264976
0U329053

$55,000
$350,000

2010
2016 JOHN
JOHN DEERE
DEERE310SJ
872GP
Unit
Unit #:
#: 0U190497
0U675374

$50,000
$289,000
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The demand for EC-Oil
has grown markedly
The excavator industry
continues to advance and
develop, automatically
connecting and disconnecting tiltrotators or other
hydraulic tools without
having to leave the cab has
become far more common.
Interest in EC-Oil has
increased considerably.
According to Engcon,
figures from the past two
years show that sales of its
quick couplers with EC-Oil
under the tiltrotator have
increased as much as 76
percent globally.
So, more and more excavator contractors are
choosing EC-Oil on the top
of the tiltrotator, enabling
connection or disconnection without the operator
having to leave the cab.
The company claims that
equivalent growth has also
taken place for its machine
hitch with EC-Oil, where
sales are said to have increased significantly over
the period 2019 to 2021.
“The figures speak for
t h e m s e l v e s. Mo re a n d
more people are realizing
the benefit of being able to
quickly connect or disconnect their tiltrotator or other
hydraulic tools without having to leave the cab. They
also do not have to bother
with pressurized and dirty
manual couplings,” says
Martin Engström, product
manager at Engcon. “It’s
incredibly gratifying to
see these results because
we know that this overall

contributes to increased makes my excavator more
profitability plus comfort efficient, and I save both fuel
and safety”.
and time. In addition to time
and efficiency, it is also very
Potential in North America convenient to be able to conOne of the customers out- nect hydraulic tools without
side the Nordic region who having to leave the cab and
has realized the value of the get dirty”, says Sean Coghlan.
tiltrotator combined with ECSince 2020, EC-Oil has
Oil is Shamrock Earthworks been included at no extra
Ltd. in Calgary, Alberta, run cost in the simultaneous purby Sean Coghlan.
chase of Engcon's machine
Since 2017, his excavators hitch, tiltrotator and control
have been equipped with a system.
machine hitch and tiltrotator
from Engcon.
www.bobmark.ca
“With Engcon's tiltrotator,
it does not matter what position the machine is in; now I
can easily rotate and tilt the
email:
stones into any position. You
could say that the tiltrotator
is the excavator's wrist," says
Sean Coghlan.
Early on, Sean equipped
his tiltrotator with the automatic quick coupler system
EC-Oil, which allows him to
connect and disconnect hydraulic tools without leaving
the cab. In addition to the
fact that it is easy to switch
HYUNDAI R16-9 MINI EXCAVATOR
between hydraulic grippers, 2012
16.8 horsepower, 3 cylinder Mitsubishi diesel engine,
pallet forks, sweeper rollers, ROPS canopy, pattern control changer, 5’11” Boom, 3’2”
buckets, etc. under the til- arm, rubber tracks, 12” bucket, double acting auxiliary NEW HYUNDAI HYDRAULIC BREAKERS
dozer blade, Variable undercarriage, 1475 Brand New Hyundai hydraulic breakers, All sizes available
trotator, it is just as easy to hydraulics,
Hours, New Tracks and floormat to be installed........... to fit excavators from 1 ton to 100 ton, Call us for your
disconnect the tiltrotator it- ......................................................................$19,900 hydraulic breaker needs................$CALL FOR PRICE
self from the excavator.
”Thanks to EC-Oil, I can
disconnect the tiltrotator in a
few seconds and connect the
bucket or other tool directly
to the machine hitch. In this
way, I increase the breakout
force and save the weight for
those times I do not need
the tiltrotator in my work. It

dbuttar@bobmark.ca

2006 NEW HOLLAND W110TC WHEEL LOADER
Tool Carrier model, 4 cylinder engine with 119 hp, 23693
lb. operating weight, 4 forward x 3 reverse speed Powershift Transmission, Cold weather package, Heavy Counterweight, Heater & Air Conditioning, Radio, 17.5R25 tires,
Front & Rear fenders, LTS Ride Control, ACS Hydraulic
Quick Coupler, 2.5 yard bucket, Auxiliary boom hydraulics,
Exterior mirrors, 3718 hours..........................$64,900

2007 HYUNDAI R110D-7
2007 Hyundai R110D-7 excavator, 26235 lb. operating
weight, Mitsubishi 94 horsepower engine, 20 inch tracks,
Dozer blade, 32 inch bucket, 938 original hours..........
......................................................................$89,900

HYUNDAI HX220L
Cummins QSB6.7 engine with 182 hp, 51500 lb. op.
weight, 18’8” boom, 9’7” arm, 2-way aux., piping w/
proportional joystick control, Hyundai hyd., QC., AMI hyd.
thumb, Hyundai 42” bucket, pattern change selector
valve, 32” triple grouser shoes, swing lock, RV camera,
travel alarm, Hi-Mate remote management system, 620
hours...........................................................$189,900

2008 HYUNDAI ROBEX 210LC-7A
47840 lb. operating weight, Cummins QSB6.7 engine with
151 horsepower, 18’8” boom length, 9’7” arm, Auxiliary
boom hydraulics, 32” track pads, Geith 42” tooth bucket,
Geith hydraulic 4 tine thumb, 2 speed travel, Cab with
heater & air conditioning, 2244 hours, COMING ..........
....................................................................$115,000

2017 HYUNDAI R80CR-9A
19290 lb. operating weight, Yanmar 66 hp engine, 2 speed
travel, pilot controls w/ selectable control pattern, 18
inch rubber tracks, 7’3” long arm, heavy counterweight,
deluxe cab w/ heat, AC, aux. boom hyd., dozer blade,
hyd. pin grab coupler, hyd. thumb ...............$119,900

2016 HYUNDAI HX300L
69780 lb. op. weight, Cummins QSB6.7 engine with 230
hp, 32” track pads, 20’6” boom, 10’ arm, Intelligent Power
Control w/ 3 Power modes, Engine Auto Idle, Heated Air
Susp., seat, 8” LCD Display Monitor, RV camera, travel
alarm, Auto Swing Brake, AMI heavy duty high capacity
(2.38 cubic yard) 54 inch bucket with Spade teeth, 2072
hours...........................................................$229,000

2005 HYUNDAI HL760XTD-7
Cummins QSB5.9-C engine with 215 horsepower,
41000 lb. operating weight, Extended Reach model,
Aeolus 23.5R25 tires, 4.25 yard material bucket with
bolt-on cutting edge, Groenveld automatic greaser, Exterior mirrors, Auxiliary boom hydraulics, Heater & Air
Conditioning, 13190 hours, COMING .............$69,900

Please welcome Michael Lettner our new CE specialist
with Bob Mark New Holland covering our Campbellford &
Napanee store locations. Michael looks forward to partnering
with customers between Peterborough and Kingston, helping
their bottom line with solutions from Hyundai & New Holland.

4 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU!

CAMPBELLFORD:
705-653-3700

CONTACT MICHAEL
mlettner@bobmark.ca
613-922-1851 (mobile)

LINDSAY:
705-324-2221

NAPANEE:
613-354-9244

SUNDERLAND:
705-357-3121
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New CAT tiltrotators bring added productivity and enhance attachment flexibility
CAT tiltrotators for tracked excavators
seamlessly integrate to the machine, are
easy to operate and, according to CAT, contribute up to 13% more productivity and are
easy to operate.
The introduction of these models provides
a portfolio of TRS for machines from 11 to
30 metric tons (24,250 to 66,140 lb).
The tiltrotators have the capability for
360-degree bi-directional rotation and
40-degree left and right tilt, allowing the
machine to work from many different angles
with less machine repositioning.
TRS10, 14, 18, and 23 models are available
with pin-on or S-type coupler top interfaces
and S-type coupler bottom interfaces.
Using a tiltrotator with a coupler top allows the operator to maximize the versatility

of attachments by switching them out for
application and task appropriate purposes.
Also, an optional grapple module allows
the operator to move materials out of the
way, such as large rocks or pipe, without
switching attachments.
Key components, including an oil-filled
gear box, single-point lubrication system
and innovative control system, factor into
the ease of maintenance and operation
features.
Long-term reliability and durability for
the tiltrotators result from the heavy-duty
bolted joint that secures the housing, rotator
and coupler as a unit. The worm gear drive
is designed with wide bearing surfaces that
distribute excavation forces in all directions.
In addition, the gear drive is submersed in

oil to ensure positive lubrication in all operating conditions. Pins, shafts and bushings
feature heavy duty construction, and the
hydraulic rotator motor is protected inside
the cast rotator housing.
Machine controls allow for simultaneous
tilt, rotation and machine movement. The
short profile of the TRS unit helps maintain
consistent breakout forces for digging experienced with a regular coupler.
Tiltrotators also come with a variety of
built-in safety features. The double-acting tilt
cylinders have built-in load holding valves
to keep the attachment secure to the unit
in the event of a pressure loss. Additionally, operators remain inside the cab while
switching attachments for using the optional
grapple module to move heavy objects.

Hyundai Construction Equipment to invest $170M, expand production capacity by 50%
Hyundai Construction
Equipment Americas has
announced that its parent
company, Hyundai Construction Equipment, plans
to invest US$170 million in
its Ulsan factory to increase
production capacity by 50
percent and simplify its

manufacturing processes
for increased efficiency.
With this investment, the
company will increase its
capacity at Ulsan, its major
production base, to 15,000
units of construction equipment. This investment, to be
spread across four years, is

Sales • Rentals • Service

AGGREGATES • AGGREGATES • AGGREGATES • AG

Wear Strips, Stock Sheets &
Fabricated
Parts using:
•AR Steel
•Chrome Carbide Steel
•Chrome White Iron

Bucket Liners

Liner Plates

Chrome White Iron Grizzlies

ON Mississauga • Washago • Sudbury • Timmins • Ottawa QC Boisbriand • Lévis NB Moncton NS Dartmouth

Call: 1-855-625-0941• CRDCREIGHTON.COM

the largest since the company’s launch as a newly
established corporation in
2017.
“This increase in manufacturing capability means
that Hyundai will be able
to address global growth in
construction activity,” said
Stan Park, President, Hyundai Construction Equipment
Americas. “For North America, this positions us to
better meet demand arising
from planned investments in
infrastructure expansion.”
Hyundai Construction
Equipment’s investment is
focused on restructuring
production lines to maximize and expand production
capacity for excavators,
wheel loaders and other
types of construction equipment. Specifically, they will
merge production and assembly functions from one
factory into two, simplifying
workflow processes, increasing efficiency and reducing
logistics costs.
Choi Cheol-gun, CEO
of HCE and a production
expert in the area of construction equipment—who
also heads Hyundai Heavy
Industries Group’s Global
Production Innovation Center—recently declared the
necessity of improving the
efficiency of the Ulsan facility and set out to execute
a plan to create both synergy
and friendly competition

with Hyundai Doosan Infracore.
Choi said, “Strengthening the competitiveness
of the Ulsan factory is the
first challenge that needs
to be addressed to reach the
global top five,” a stated goal
of the construction equipment division of Hyundai
Heavy Industries. “With this
investment, we will further
raise our brand competitiveness by producing and
delivering construction
equipment with increased
efficiency.”

New facilities to reflect ESG
factors
Additionally, Hyundai
Construction Equipment
plans to reflect ESG (Environmental, Social and
Governance) factors, through
measures such as the use
of eco-friendly sub-materials in interior and exterior
finish work and configuring
production lines in a way
that further improves worker
safety.
This is in keeping with
completion of construction
last November, at a cost of
US$65 million, of HCE’s technology innovation center.
With 16 laboratories employing 100 researchers, the
center will execute research
and development projects
focused on eco-friendly technologies, energy efficiency
and noise reduction.
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ENGINEERED
T O D I G D E E P.
POWERED BY
INNOVATION.

AUTHORIZED DOOSAN DEALERS

ALBERTA

MANITOBA

BRITISH COLUMBIA

AGCO N EQ UIPMENT
204-255-4772
doosandealers.com/Springfield-MB

D O O SAN O F THE PE ACE
250-785-1197
doosandealers.com/Fort-St-John

BRO WN ’ S INDUS TRIAL SALE S
780-875-2339
doosandealers.com/Lloydminster

C&C RENTAL S
204-728-2699
doosandealers.com/Brandon

WE S TERR A EQ UIPMENT
604-850-7313
doosandealers.com/Abbotsford

D O O SAN O F THE PE ACE
780-538-0791
doosandealers.com/Grande-Prairie

NEW BRUNSWICK

250-314-3600
doosandealers.com/Kamloops

ONTARIO

PAUL EQ UIPMENTAND SO N S
506-826-3289
doosandealers.com/Balmoral
506-449-3289
doosandealers.com/Fredericton

NORTHWEST TERRITORIES
RO N ’ S AUTO SERVICE LTD.
867-766-6025
doosandealers.com/Yellowknife

YUKON
D O O SAN O F WHITEHO R SE
867-633-4426
doosandealers.com/Whitehorse

250-716-0443
doosandealers.com/Nanaimo

WILLIA MS M ACHINERY
250-563-0181
doosandealers.com/Prince-George

SASKATCHEWAN
B O B C AT O F REGINA , LTD.
306-347-7600
doosandealers.com/Regina
E ARTHWO RK S EQ UIPMENT
CO RP O R ATIO N
306-931-7880
doosandealers.com/Saskatoon

B O B C AT O F HA MILTO N LTD.
905-643-3177
doosandealers.com/Stoney-Creek
C G EQ UIPMENT
519-826-0550
doosandealers.com/Guelph
519-236-4934
doosandealers.com/Zurich

E A S TRO CK EQ UIPMENT INC .
613-737-3963
doosandealers.com/Ottawa
G F PRE STO N SALE S & SERVICE
705-384-5368
doosandealers.com/Sundridge

HARTINGTO N EQ UIPMENT
613-372-2744
doosandealers.com/Hartington
ITEC 2 0 0 0 EQ UIPMENT
807-768-8584
doosandealers.com/Rosslyn
RE ADYQ UIP SALE S &
SERVICE LTD.
705-268-7600
doosandealers.com/Timmins

NOVA SCOTIA
E A S T COA S T INTERNATIO NAL
TRUCK S INC .
902-468-7160
doosandealers.com/Dartmouth

QUEBEC
ÉQ UIPEMENTS PL ANNO RD
450-464-8000
doosandealers.com/fr/Beloeil
418-878-4007
doosandealers.com/fr/
St-Augustin-de-Desmaures

Schedule a demo. Visit your local Doosan®
dealer for reliable equipment, parts and service.

©2021 Hyundai Doosan Infracore. All rights reserved.

Learn more at NA.DOOSANEQUIPMENT.COM

Hyundai Doosan Infracore is an affiliate of Hyundai Heavy Industries Group.
The Doosan trademark,
, is used under license from Doosan Corporation.
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Doosan Bobcat unveils fully-electric
T7X compact track loader
Doosan Bobcat has unveiled
its new all-electric Bobcat
T7X compact track loader
at CES 2022. According to
the company, the T7X is the
first machine of its kind to
be fully electric, offering the
full benefits of eliminating
hydraulic systems, components, emissions and vibrations—all while providing
cleaner, quieter machines.
“Doosan Bobcat is at the
forefront of innovation, and
we are proud to debut the
See the 5700-D in-person at the
Canadian Concrete Expo in Toronto
February 17-18, 2022 • Booth #3219

Featuring

The Power Curber 5700-D

Technology and design
of the T7X

World’s #1 Selling Curb Machine

The world’s #1 selling curb machine just got better. Power Curbers is excited to introduce the new 5700-D featuring the SlipSmart
Control Solution providing operators a new level of precision. Our engineering is dedicated to provide you a reliable and
productive machine that is easy to use. We stand behind our equipment with world-class support and unmatched commitment.

powercurbers.com

In Ontario:

Concrete Paving • Curb & Gutter • Barrier Wall
Sidewalks • Bridge Parapet • Ditch Liners
Agricultural & Custom Applications

1 (800) 668-5355

Our Commitment Shows

Shaw Bros. is the exclusive
Canadian distributor for Gyru-Star
compact screening systems.
These bucket type attachments
are used primarily for screening
soil, compost and aggregates and
bring an affordable, high quality and
performance screening solution,
with low or zero maintenance, to the
compact attachment market.

QUALITY ATTACHMENTS
Barrie, Ontario

1-877-625-9677
BEST QUALITY
ATTACHMENTS AT
THE LOWEST
POSSIBLE PRICE

WE ALSO CARRY:
•Augers
•Breakers
•Brush Cutters
•Buckets
•Compactors
•Demolition
•Forest Mulcher
•Grapples
•Quick
•Couplers
•Rippers
•Compactors
•Rubber Tracks
•Thumbs
•Screw Pile Drivers
www.shawbros.ca
info@shawbros.ca

SIMA MIXER
BUCKETS
Ideal for producing
concrete in a practical
way and may it easy
to transport where
needed.

SHAW BROS. IS PROUD
TO BE THE NEW
CANADIAN DEALER
FOR SIMA MIXER
BUCKETS (CONCRETE)

all-electric technology of the
T7X to help customers maximize both sustainability and
productivity,” said Scott Park,
president and CEO of Doosan
Bobcat, Inc. “Our focus remains on providing solutions
and products that empower
people to accomplish more
and build a better world.”
The Bobcat T7X is the
world’s first all-electric compact track loader. It is fully
battery-powered and it is
built to be more productive and quieter. It features
electric actuation and propulsion and is said to be
more powerful than any
diesel-fueled track loader
that has come before it.
“This machine is a technological feat for Bobcat and
for the entire industry,”
said Joel Honeyman, vice
president of global innovation at Doosan Bobcat. ”We
challenged the status quo to
deliver a connected, all-electric machine designed for
power and performance that
previously was not possible.
We are excited to share this
advancement with the world
and proud of the hard work
that has gone into making
this a reality.”

Available for any type of
earthmoving machine:
• All loaders and skid-steers
• Telescopic lifts
• Excavator
• Tractors with front loaders

In takes just 3 minutes to
mix components perfectly.
Bucket capacity 100 to
2000 litres.

Visit our website to see the video of buckets in action or give us a call.

The traditional hydraulic
work group has been completely replaced with an
electrical drive system consisting of electric cylinders
and electric drive motors,
which eliminates almost all
use of fluids. The T7X uses
only one quart of eco-friendly coolant compared to 57
gallons of fluid in its diesel/
hydraulic equivalent model.
The all-electric platform
e nab l e s i n st a nt a n e ou s
power and peak torque
available at every operating speed.
The T7X operates with
zero emissions and reduced noise and vibration
generated by the machine.
It works quietly and efficiently in noise sensitive
areas and indoors, which
significantly lowers sound
levels and improves the
working environment. It
can also significantly lower
daily operating costs, when
considering the reduction in
annual maintenance costs
and elimination of diesel,
engine oil, diesel exhaust
fluid and hydraulic parts.
At the heart of the T7X is a
powerful 62KW lithium-ion
battery from technology
partner Green Machine
Equipment, Inc. While applications vary, each charge
can support common daily
work operations and the use
of intelligent work modes
for up to four hours of continuous operation time and

a full day of operation during intermittent use. The
intelligence of the power
management system is programmed to sense when
loads are increasing, automatically backing off power
when not needed to preserve
the total energy use and extend the machine’s runtime.
While the new T7X is
eco-designed, it is also a
smart machine, featuring
Bobcat’s software connectivity and two-way telematics
communications. The platform provides integral data
about the performance of
the machine, along with
operator-focused data to
change machine preferences, tune the performance
to certain job situations and
upgrade product features.
This includes variable drive
speed at full torque and
other features not possible
with a diesel hydraulic machine.
Doosan Bobcat collaborated with Moog Inc., a
worldwide developer of
motion control components
and systems for industries
ranging from aerospace
and defense to construction, to speed up the pace
of research and development for electronic control
capabilities of the T7X.
“Like Doosan Bobcat, we
believe that electrification,
automation and connectivity go hand-in-hand,” said
Moog Inc. Chairman and
CEO John Scannell. “We are
proud to collaborate with
Doosan Bobcat and bring
our comprehensive set of
electrification capabilities,
including hardware and
intelligent software, to the
world’s first all-electric loader. The T7X is an exciting
step forward for the construction industry.”
To accompany the T7X,
Bobcat will also introduce
the world’s first all-electric
attachments to empower the
machine for specific tasks.
The first to be developed
include an electrically-powered auger, an angle-broom
and a grapple.
The Bobcat T7X was honoured with two 2022 CES
Innovation Awards in the
categories of Vehicle Intelligence & Transportation
and Smart Cities. The CES
Innovation Awards program
recognizes honourees in a
multitude of consumer technology product categories
and distinguishes the highest rated in each. Products
are reviewed and scored by
an elite panel of judges of
designers, engineers and
members of the tech media
based on design, functionality, consumer appeal,
engineering and their positive impact on the world.
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It’s a new dawn,
a new day,
a new future
The all-new TA 230 Litronic
dump truck
Designed with a unique combination of power and intelligence the TA 230 features
market leading technology, an innovative weighing system, automatic traction
control, hill start assist, not to mention the superior cabin design to leave your
operator feeling good. Simply put, a perfect mix of agility with outstanding
performance.
www.liebherr.com/the-new-one

Articulated Dump Truck

Liebherr-Canada Ltd. • 1015 Sutton Drive • Burlington, Ontario L7L 5Z8 • Phone: +1 905 319 9222
info.lca@liebherr.com • www.facebook.com/LiebherrCanadaLtd • www.liebherr.ca

2009-501_113 LHB_166_TA230_Der-Neue_2021_EquipJournal_CAN_GB.indd 1

18.11.21 11:32
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LARGE & MIDSIZED & MOUNTED
BREAKERS
MB/XP SERIES
13-80 METRIC TONS
TOOL OF CHOICE FOR
DEMOLITION,
TRENCHING,TUNNELING
& BOULDER BREAKING

Yanmar Compact Equipment adopts
Premium Red globally
SHEARS, HAMMERS, PULVERIZERS AND GRAPPLES

HEAVY EQUIPMENT SALES, RENTALS AND REPAIRS

pineridgeliscoedwards.ca
Canada’s Grader People

Proud Member

www.jadeequipment.com ● info@jadeequipment.com

As Canada’s Grader People, we are the industry’s specialist for new, used and rebuilt parts for Volvo,
Champion and John Deere motor graders; used reconditioned sales and rentals of motor graders, wheel
loaders, excavators and other road equipment; and we carry a vast inventory of used and new attachments
for your machines. But we’re more than just motor graders! We are a JCB dealership in Ontario serving
Simcoe County and the District of Muskoka. We also sell and service Easi-Pour Curb Machines, Forax Forestry
Equipment, Spaulding Manufacturing’s line of maintenance equipment and Wille Urban Machines.

Simcoe County & District of Muskoka, ON

Trust the “Jade Standard” when
you’re buying new, used and rebuilt
equipment, parts or attachments.

JCB products include Loadall telescopic
handlers, backhoe loaders, excavators,
wheel loaders, compact track loaders,
Access aerial work platforms, rough terrain
forklifts and Fastrac tractors.

Easi-Pour manufactures automatic
slipform concrete paving equipment and
continuous surface mining equipment
in a range of models and options to fit
your needs.

Forax builds brush cutting heads - a
3-blade rotary cutter design or a
mulching head design - for excavators,
plus arms and heads for road graders
and snowmobile groomers.

Spaulding Mfg. produces the most
popular types of asphalt hot boxes
and slip-in units. Their specialty is their
triple-wall oil jacket hopper asphalt
trailer (hot box).

Wille is the most popular machine
on the market for the environmental
management and maintenance of
urban areas, with machines designed
to operate in all seasons.

Edmonton, Alberta Toll Free: 1-800-663-0715 • Orillia, Ontario Toll Free: 1-866-404-5233
10807-209 St, Edmonton, AB T5S 1Z7
Tel: 780-452-7021 • Fax: 780-453-1477

47 Forest Plain Road, Oro-Medonte, ON L3V 0R4
Tel: 705-325-2777 • Fax: 705-325-9777

Yanmar Compact Equipment has adopted
the “Premium Red” paint color across all its
machines, globally. Premium Red machines
were first introduced onto the North American market in 2020.
Now, this rollout sees Yanmar’s EMEA
(Europe, Middle East, Africa), AOLA (Asia
excl. Japan, Oceania, Latin America) and
Japanese markets completing the metamorphosis. The new Premium Red paint
color brings Yanmar’s compact equipment
in line with Yanmar Group’s image.
“Our dealers and our customers really like
the new color,” stated Jeff Pate, Director of
Sales, Yanmar Compact Equipment North
America. “Everyone feels that Premium Red
attracts attention on the jobsite, and just as
the quality and reliability of our products
stand out from the competition, in a sea of
yellow competitive machines in North America, our Premium Red color stands out too.”
Yanmar believes that this shift from the
well-known Yanmar yellow is more than
simply a cosmetic color change. For Yanmar
Compact Equipment, the symbolism of this
change resonates on a deeper level.
“Yanmar Compact Equipment is on a
journey of transformation,” explains CEO,
Giuliano Parodi, “We aim to be a global
leader in Compact Equipment and with the
help of our dealer partners, deliver sustainable business solutions for our customers
and the societies in which they operate.
Our acquisitions of the last few years are
now fully integrated into a harmonized,
Yanmar CE way of working, with common
processes and customer focus right across
our enlarged product and services portfolio.
For us, Premium Red sends out a clear signal
that we are one company, with a clear product strategy. But our transformation goes far
beyond our machines, we are challenging
the way we think and the way we work, to
transform our products, our business, and
our brand to create even more value for our
customers.”
In product transformation, Yanmar CE is

currently evaluating several alternative fuel
and powertrain technologies and recently
unveiled its first electric mini excavator
prototype, the new SV17e. Featuring the
new Premium Red color, the SV17e is aimed
at customers in the European market in the
1.5 to 2.0 tonnes segment.
“Our prototype is significant because it
demonstrates our capability to bring the
quality and reliability of our highly respected
conventional engine technology into the
arena of electrification,” explained Director
Product Management EMEA, Cedric Durand.
In business transformation, Yanmar Compact Equipment is continuing to invest in
manufacturing infrastructure and in expanding their global dealer network to increase the
proximity to customers, reduce lead times
and improve service. Seemingly, linked to
these investments is a focus on improving
customer experience.
“Our move to Premium Red across our
machines certainly signals a change and we
are confident that our customers will start
to see other changes too,” explained Elsie
De Nys, Global Director Channel and Brand
Development. “We have the ambition to be
a leader, not only in machines but in the
customer experience too and are working
hard to get closer to our customers to identify
new and innovative ways in which we can
add value to them.”
According to the company, the change
to the new Premium Red looks to herald
a new confidence in the Yanmar Compact
Equipment brand. It also coincides with the
launch of its new tagline, Together We Build.
“Our aim, together with our dealer partners, is to build stronger relationships and
create even greater customer value,” Parodi
said. “‘Together We Build,’ really underlines
our commitment to transforming Yanmar CE
and with the help of our dealers, to focus on
creating a new and exciting experience for
our customers.”
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SENNEBOGEN is committed to leading the industry in aftersale support throughout the life of its equipment. We’re
thinking “beyond the machine” to deliver dependable uptime and lower Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) for every customer.

Parts • Service • Training • Application Specialists • Flexible Financing • Attachments
Learn more about our commitment to our customers

+1-704-347-4910

sennebogen-na.com/beyond-the-machine

CONTACT A SENNEBOGEN DEALER IN YOUR AREA
Prince Edward Island

Newfoundland and Labrador

Ontario

Strongco
Prince Edward Island (902) 468-5010

Strongco
Mount Pearl, NL

www.strongco.com

www.strongco.com

Nova Scotia

Quebec

Strongco
Ottawa, ON
1-800-822-3308
Sudbury, ON
(705) 692-0552
Thunder Bay, ON
(807) 475-3052
www.strongco.com

Strongco
Dartmouth, NS

(902) 468-5010

www.strongco.com

New Brunswick
Strongco
Moncton, NB
www.strongco.com

(506) 857-8425

Strongco
Baie-Comeau, QC
Chicoutimi, QC
St-Augustin, QC
Trois-Rivieres, QC
Val d’Or, QC
www.strongco.com

(709) 747-4026

1-866-996-3091
1-800-323-1724
1-800-463-2662
1-855-840-0828
1-800-561-4192

Top Lift Enterprises, Inc.
St-Laurent, QC
(514) 335-2953
www.toplift.com
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Top Lift Enterprises, Inc.
Bolton, ON
(905) 857-5200
Stoney Creek, ON (905) 662-4137
www.toplift.com

Manitoba
Westcon Equipment & Rentals Ltd.
Winnipeg, MB
1-800-453-2435
www.westconequip.ca

sennebogen-na.com

Saskatchewan

British Columbia

Redhead Equipment
Estevan, SK
(306) 634-4788
Lloydminster, SK (306) 825-3434
Melfort, SK
(306) 752-2273
North Battleford, SK (306) 445-8128
Prince Albert, SK
(306) 763-6454
Regina, SK
(306) 721-2666
Saskatoon, SK
(306) 934-3555
Swift Current, SK (306) 773-2951

Great West Equipment
Campbell River, BC (250) 286-0123
Cranbrook, BC
(250) 426-6778
Fort St. John, BC
(250) 785-4223
Kamloops, BC
(250) 372-3996
Nanaimo, BC
(250) 716-8804
Prince George, BC (250) 612-0255
Surrey, BC
(604) 882-5051
Terrace, BC
(250) 635-9033
Vernon, BC
(250) 549-4232
Williams Lake, BC (250) 392-9599

www.redheadequipment.ca

Alberta

Strongco
Acheson, AB
Calgary, AB
Fort McMurray, AB
Grande Prairie, AB
Red Deer, AB
www.strongco.com

www.gwequipment.com
1-877-948-3515
1-800-342-6523
1-855-799-4201
1-888-513-9919
1-866-950-3473
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5-YEAR/5,000 HOUR
Full Machine Warranty

5-YEAR/10,000 HOUR

Machine Structures Warranty

350

Operating Weight: 82,400 lbs || Net HP: 268 hp || Max Dig Depth: 24’ 1” || Reach at Ground Level: 38’ 5”

• EPA-certified Tier 4 Final.

• 2-3% DEF consumption rate.

• No DPF to maintain.

• Two-stage DEF anti-freeze system for protection
operating conditions.

• Up to 8% improved fuel economy.
• 500-hr. fuel filters service intervals.

• 30 hrs. between auto SCR regenerations, only
takes 5-8 minutes to complete!

• 8 diesel tank refills per 1 diesel exhaust fluid
(DEF) refill.

• VGT (Variable Geomertry Turbocharger)

Your LINK-BELT Excavators Dealer has all the details!
ALBERTA

NEW BRUNSWICK

QUEBEC

Equipment Sales & Service Ltd.

Paul Equipment

Équipement JYL Inc.

Edmonton (780) 440-4010
essltd.com

Balmoral (506) 826-3289
paulequipment.ca

Chicoutimi (418) 698-6656
equipementjyl.com

ONTARIO
BRITISH COLUMBIA
The Inland Group
Burnaby, BC 604-291-6431
Campbell River, BC 250-287-8878
Castlegar, BC 250-365-2807
Cranbrook, BC 250-426-6205
Fort St. John, BC 250-785-6105
Kamloops, BC 250-374-4406
Kelowna, BC 250-769-2933
Langley, BC 604-607-8555
Nanaimo, BC 250-758-5288
Penticton, BC 250-492-3939
Prince George, BC 250-562-8171
Quesnel, BC 250-992-7256
Terrace, BC 250-635-5122
Vernon, BC 250-545-4424
Williams Lake, BC 250-392-7101
inland-group.com

Itec 2000

Micanic

Rosslyn (888) 574-8530
Thunder Bay (888) 574-8530
Timmins (705) 267-0223
itec2000.com

St-Aug-D-Desm (418) 878-2241
micanic.com

McDowell B Equipment Ltd.

(506) 826-3289
paulequipment.ca

Sudbury (705) 566-8190
Barrie (416) 770-7706
bmcdowell.com

Stratton Equipment
Sales & Service
Stratton (807) 483-7777
strattonequipment.com

Top Lift Enterprises Inc.
Stoney Creek (905) 662-4137
Bolton (905) 857-5200
toplift.com

Paul Equipment

Top Lift Enterprises Inc.
St-Laurent (514) 335-2953
Sherbrooke (819) 612-5438
toplift.com

YUKON TERRITORY
The Inland Group
Whitehorse, YT 867-668-2127
inland-group.com

www.lbxco.com/warranty
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McLaughlin achieves 100 years of equipment innovation and service
McLaughlin, a Vermeer Brand, was founded in 1921 and has
proudly marked a century providing workable solutions for
the construction, utility and trenchless industries. Today,
the brand continues to innovate and expand the capabilities
of auger boring equipment for customers worldwide.
"Through much of the McLaughlin company's 100year history, Vermeer and its network of dealers have
been important partners," said Dave Gasmovic, business
development manager for Vermeer MV Solutions. "That
mutual commitment solidified when Vermeer acquired
McLaughlin. Since then, we’re proud to say that many of
our original product lines have been incorporated into the
Vermeer-branded product line-up”.
McLaughlin’s own roots go all the way back to the early
part of the last century. After returning to the U.S. from
service in World War I, ex-coal miner Joseph McLaughlin
had an idea for a product that would simplify a coal miner’s job and make the coal industry itself more productive.
In 1921, in a rented space in Rockdale, Illinois, he began
production of his innovative improvements to the mining
auger, and the company that would become McLaughlin
Group, Inc. was born.
By the early 1950s, McLaughlin was a leading supplier
of drilling tools to mines across the U.S. and was ready to
expand its operations, moving into a new facility in Joliet,
Illinois. In the 1960s, the company once again expanded,
building a new, state-of-the-art facility in Plainfield, Illinois.
Even though Joseph McLaughlin passed away in 1964,
the company continued to follow his innovative spirit and
commitment to offering equipment that solves real-world
challenges. “Innovation is in McLaughlin’s DNA,” said
Gasmovic. “And, it’s always been a guiding principle for the
brand. For example, when, two large companies approached
McLaughlin with a request to help solve the challenge of
how to control the expense of residential underground
utility installations, including the cost of surface restoration,
McLaughlin was ready to respond.

Company leadership began working on a new type of
system that would drill under roads, driveways and sidewalks to allow installation of small diameter services. The
resulting product was called the Mighty Mole, and it set the
stage for McLaughlin’s future success in the development
and deployment of trenchless construction technology.
Continuing to grow its brand presence in the utility market, in 1970 McLaughlin bought Western Boring Equipment
Company, an auger boring manufacturer. The purchase
allowed McLaughlin to expand its business, and it gave them
larger-diameter boring machines for an entirely new market.
This led to a decade of significant company growth and
expansion. McLaughlin added plants in Greenville, S.C.,
and Arlington, Texas. The Texas facility began the redesign
of their auger boring machines, particularly in regard to
increases in thrust and horsepower.
When horizontal directional drilling began to take off in
the late 1980s, McLaughlin saw the need for tracking and
detection systems. The company brought to market the
original Spot D Tek I. Development and improvements
continued, and in the mid-1990s, the Verifier® G3 utility
locator was introduced. “That same legacy lives on today
in the form of the Vermeer Verifier G3 utility locator,” said
Gasmovic.
In 1999, Vacuum Source, Inc. was founded as a subsidiary
of McLaughlin serving customers with a new line of vacuum
excavation and sewer cleaning systems. In 2001, Vacuum
Source was made a division of McLaughlin, and the products
took on the McLaughlin brand name. A major milestone
was reached for these products in 2006 when McLaughlin
began manufacturing them for Vermeer.

In 2012, Vermeer bought a minority interest in McLaughlin,
selling McLaughlin’s vacuum excavators, utility locators,
pneumatic piercing tools, core saws and auger boring
equipment to contractors through the Vermeer dealer network. In 2017, after the synergies of the two companies were
well-understood, Vermeer acquired the rest of McLaughlin.
Then in 2018, Vermeer purchased Vac-Tron Equipment,
LLC, and integrated the two companies’ product lines as
Vermeer MV Solutions.
Vermeer MV Solutions continues to produce the McLaughlin auger boring products and has introduced important
innovations, like the Workhorse 225 and Workhorse 175
auger boring machines, to the trenchless industry.
The company continues to offer additional innovations to
underscore the brand’s commitment to continued progress.
One example is the McLaughlin SRS (Steerable Rock System),
the auger boring market’s first steerable head designed to
navigate through solid and severely fractured rock. Another
is the On-Target Steering system (OTS), designed to work
with any auger boring system ranging from 16 to 60 inches in
diameter. It is designed to install on-grade/on-line casings
in one pass compared to the multiple passes required with
pilot tube guided boring.
“We’ve done all this while increasing our manufacturing
capacity, service and support capabilities,” said Gasmovic.
He finished: “Everything that McLaughlin has accomplished in the last 100 years has to provide innovative
solutions to our customers’ problems. So, although we
are proud of our century of service, we are focused on the
future—always working toward the next development that
will benefit the industry."

Sunbelt Rentals announces commitment
to Bobcat electric equipment
During the company’s CES
Media Days news conference, Doosan Bobcat
announced a strategic partnership with South Carolina-based Sunbelt Rentals,
one of the largest rental
equipment companies in
North America with more
than 1,025 locations.
Through this partnership,
Sunbelt Rentals committed
to a significant investment
in a large fleet of Bobcat T7X
all-electric compact track
loaders and electric compact
excavators in North America,
which will be co-branded
and made available in 2022
and beyond.
Sunbelt Rentals will be the
first national equipment rental company to adopt Bobcat’s

battery-electric technology
and make it available to
customers, supporting the
environmental, social and
governance (ESG) focus for
both companies.
"By making an investment in this first-of-its-kind,
all-electric technology, we
support our ESG objectives
of empowering our customers and communities
with the availability of alternative rental solutions
that reduce emissions and
noise," said Brendan Horgan, CEO of Sunbelt Rentals.
“Sunbelt Rentals is leading
the implementation of electrified on-road and off-road
products to unlock the ESG
structural benefits of rental.”

2009 Metso LT106 Jaw Crusher with
4200 hrs. New jaw plates installed at
4000 hrs. Cat 300 HP Diesel engine.

Matt DeWitt

401 Corridor Sales & Consignment

matt@dewittequipment.com
905-330-8656

2009 ST358 Screening plant. 8’ x 15’
screening box. Deutz 145 HP liquid
cooled engine. 4500 operating hours.
Kevin Fox

International Dealer Sales & Consignment

kevin@dewittequipment.com
705-828-4529

Good Condition Cone Crusher. New mantle and bowl liner at 6000 hours.
Caterpillar 415 HP diesel engine with 6200 operating hours.

Jeff Griffin

Central Ontario Sales & Consignment

jeff@dewittequipment.com
905-715-4461

Mike Schlereth

Northern Ontario Sales & Consignment

mike@dewittequipment.com
807-631-7035
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Cooper acquires EZE Rent-it and Stayner,
celebrates golden anniversary
Cooper Equipment Rentals
Limited has announced that
it has acquired Eze Rent-It
Centre in British Columbia and Stayner Rental in
Ontario.
Established in 1986, EZE
has three locations in the Fraser Valley area: Chilliwack,
Aldergrove and Abbotsford.
Over the past three decades,
EZE has developed a reputation for reliable service and
has established a loyal base of
customers that rely on them
to provide equipment rental
solutions. Russ Walsh, a coowner of EZE, will assist in
ensuring a smooth transition
of the acquisition over the
next several months.
“Cooper Equipment Rentals shares the same core
values as EZE and the Walsh
family. We are so happy to
have Cooper carry on our
business where EZE has operated for 35 years. The future
is bright for our team and the
communities we operate in,”
said Russ Walsh.
Stayner was established
in 1989 by Paul and Edina
Van Staveren and has one
location, in Stayner, Ontario. Operating as a family
business, Stayner has built
a reputation for providing
quality equipment, fair

pricing and personalized
customer service to Clearview Township, Wasaga Beach,
Collingwood, Simcoe County,
Dufferin County, and Grey
County.
“This is a great opportunity
for our family, our staff and
our customers,” said Paul Van
Staveren. “We feel the Cooper
family will grow and transition our business and take
it to the next level, creating
greater opportunities for all.”
“We are excited about
the expansion of our operations in British Columbia
and Southern Ontario,” said
Doug Dougherty, CEO of
Cooper. “Both EZE Rent-It
Centre and Stayner Rental
have built solid reputations in
the markets they serve which
reflect the values Cooper upholds, including best-in-class
reliable service. These latest
acquisitions move us closer
to our goal of establishing a
national network of branches
where we can deliver industry
leading service to customers
throughout Canada.”
“We are looking forward to
welcoming the solid team of
rental professionals at both
EZE and Stayner,” said Cooper President Darryl Cooper.
“They will all be a great addition to the Cooper team, and

I am confident they will help
deliver the high level of service that Cooper customers
across Canada have come
to expect.”

Golden anniversary campaign
Cooper is celebrating its
50th Golden Anniversary by
raising money for two worthy
organizations—Steps for Life
and Movember. Funds will be
raised through rentals of 10
pieces of gold equipment that
have been added to Cooper’s fleet, including eight gold
excavators, one gold trench
shield, and one 6-inch pump.
The company will launch
a social media campaign
featuring the hashtag
#spotcoopergold, with a prize
sent to anyone who spots
one of Cooper’s gold pieces
of equipment and posts a
photo on social media with
the hashtag. Fifty percent of
the rental revenue from the
gold equipment will be donated to Steps for Life, a fun
5km fundraising walk to help
support families affected by
workplace tragedy, and Movember, the leading charity
changing the face of men’s
health, with a total fundraising goal of $100,000. Vendor
partners in Cooper’s Golden
Anniversary Campaign in-

WE’VE GOT
ATTACHMENTS
FOR ALL YOUR
NEEDS

magnumattachments.com

GRAPPLES

screening buckets

clude Oaken Equipment and
Brandt, who have stepped up
to invest in painting the four
Bobcat E50s and four John
Deere 50Gs gold.
“The safety and well-being
of our employees and customers is always a top priority
at Cooper, so we’re excited
about the Golden Equipment
Campaign as a fun way for
us to help raise much-needed funds and awareness for
two charities that are close
to our hearts,” said Cooper
CEO Doug Dougherty. “We’re
grateful to our vendor partners, Oaken Equipment and
Brandt, for being supportive
and helping us get this campaign launched.”
With the exception of the
gold trench shield and 6-inch
pump, which will remain in
Ontario, one piece of gold
equipment will be available
throughout the eight regions
in which Cooper operates—
British Columbia, Northern
Alberta, Southern Alberta,
Northern Ontario, Southern
Ontario, Ottawa, Quebec and
Atlantic Canada.
“This project is a fantastic
way to mark Cooper Equipment’s 50th anniversary,”
said Brandt CEO Shaun
Semple. “Just like Cooper,
Brandt has a long-standing
commitment to give back to
the communities where we
do business. We’re proud to
help raise funds for these two
great causes.”
“We’re proud to have
such a longstanding, trusted partnership with Cooper
Equipment Rentals,” said
Oaken Equipment President
Kai Sørensen. “The reason
we work so well together is our companies have
tightly-aligned core values
anchored in honesty, integrity and delivering on what we

promise. Cooper continues to
move the industry forward as
Canada’s preeminent rental
company and we’re thrilled
to help them celebrate such
a significant milestone.”
Cooper ’s Golden Anniversary Campaign goes
beyond the gold equipment
fundraising, also including
an initiative with the Canadian Association for Women
in Construction (CAWIC).
Cooper will provide six bursaries of $1,000 each for
Canadian women in each of
the provinces it operates, to
further their education or receive job skills training in the
construction industry. This
supports Cooper’s ongoing
commitment of encouraging
women to join the industry
and provide them with equal
opportunities within the
Cooper family.
“We are lagging behind
other industries when it
comes to gender parity, but
the truth is that businesses
perform better when women
are involved in leadership
positions,” said Dougherty.
“I’m hopeful these bursaries
will provide six future leaders in our industry with the
stepping-stone they need to
advance their careers.”
Cooper will also spend the
next year celebrating its 50th

Anniversary with a monthly
social media campaign that
will give followers the opportunity to win Cooper swag.
A big prize winner will be
announced in September
2022, who will be the lucky
recipient of four round-trip
tickets to anywhere in Canada. In addition, all 55 Cooper
branches will celebrate with
an Open House on June 15,
with customers treated to
lunch.
“Fifty years ago, my father
started G. Cooper Equipment
Rentals out of a job shack
in the back of a contractor’s
yard. Never in his wildest
dreams would he have envisioned this as a nationwide
company stretching from the
Atlantic to the Pacific coasts,”
said Cooper President Darryl
Cooper. “This company was
founded on the belief that our
customers, employees and
suppliers are our partners
and that the company will
only be successful when our
partners are successful. These
values still ring true today,
and are a critical part of the
foundation upon which the
Cooper Difference is built. I
say thank you to all the great
employees, loyal customers
and suppliers who have supported our journey over the
past 50 years.”

Doosan partners with C&C Rentals to expand
presence in Canadian market

HYDRAULIC BREAKERS

TILTROTATORS

SHEARS

PULVERIZERS

1-877-640-2862
info@magnumattachments.com

Doosan Infracore North America is partnering with C&C Rentals to add a new
authorized Doosan location in Brandon,
Manitoba, Canada. The dealership serves
customers in southwestern Manitoba.
C&C Rentals has served customers since
1965. According to Jordan Trotter, dealer
principal, C&C Rentals saw an opportunity
in the market and began offering Doosan®
products in its equipment lineup this year.
“We thought it was a natural step and a
natural progression to expand into heavy
equipment,” Jordan says. “And the obvious
brand was Doosan.”
Located in a prairie-heavy geographic
area, C&C Rentals provides equipment sales
and rentals to the agricultural market along
with the traditional construction market.
According to Jordan, these markets are
predominantly focused on using Doosan
wheel loaders and crawler excavators in
their line of work.
C&C Rentals offers Doosan crawler excav-

ators, wheel excavators and mini excavators;
wheel loaders; log loaders; and material
handlers.
The dealership also offers machine
rentals, service and parts to provide its
customers with a full-service experience.
“C&C Rentals has a long history of providing exceptional service to its customers,”
says Serge Gallant, regional manager,
Doosan Infracore North America. “We’re
pleased to partner with the team at C&C
Rentals to expand our Doosan footprint
in Manitoba.”
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A WIRTGEN GROUP COMPANY

Groundbreaking
versatility.
BOOTH
1540

www.wirtgen.com/concrete-paving

SP 25i: Whether for monolithic profiles or concrete pavements, the Slipform Paver SP 25i from WIRTGEN stands for
versatility and cost-effectiveness. The mold can be positioned on either side of the machine, inside or beyond the
chassis. Concrete slabs up to 11.5 ft wide can be paved in inset application. Take advantage of innovative solutions
from the technology leader.
www.wirtgen-group.com

WIRTGEN AMERICA, INC. · 6030 Dana Way · Antioch, TN 37013 · Telephone: (615) 501-0600
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457 | WHEEL LOADER

FULLY LOADED

JCB wheel loaders are fully loaded with innovatiive
features.
JCB wheel loaders deliver the power,
power, torque and payload capacity you need for real-world
applications. With an engine that requires no DPF and delivers the highest top speed and
tow capability in this class, you have the productivity,
productivity, performance and reliability you need
to out-muscle the competition.
Learn OF
more
aboutJCB
at www.jcb.com
YOUR FAMILY
LOCAL
DEALERS or contact your local dealer today.

YOUR FAMILY OF LOCAL JCB DEALERS

ALBERTA
Liftboss JCB

Calgary: 403-301-0041
Edmonton: 780-474-9900
liftboss.ca

BRITISH COLUMBIA
RDM JCB
Surrey: 604-576-8566
rdmjcb.com
NEW BRUNSWICK

A.L.P.A. Equipment
Balmoral : 506-826-2717
Fredericton : 506-452-9818
Edmundston : 506-735-4144
Moncton, N.B. : 506-861-2572
alpaequipment.com
NOVA SCOTIA
A.L.P.A. Equipment
Truro : (902) 897-2717
alpaequipment.com

NEWFOUNDLAND
Harvey JCB

St. Johns: 709-738-8911
Corner Brook: 709-639-2960
harveyco.ca

ONTARIO
Advance JCB

Waterloo: 519-742-5878
Harriston: 519-510-5878
advanceequipment.net

D&W Group Inc.
Doughty & Williamson
Jarvis: 519-587-2273
Brant Tractor
Burford: 519-449-2500
Redtrac International
Vineland: 905-562-4136
dwgroup.ca

ONTARIO
Fulline JCB

ONTARIO
Moore JCB
Toronto, York & Peel
Region: 416-747-1212
moorejcb.com

Glencoe: 519-287-2840
fullinefarm.com

Jade Equipment
Oro-Medonte/Orillia:
705-325-2777
jadequipment.com

Reis JCB
Winchester: 613-774-2273
Dunvegan: 613-527-1501
Renfrew: 613-432-4133
reisequipment.com

John’s Equipment
Sales & Service
Frankford: 613-398-6522
johnsequipmentsales.com
ReadyQuip Sales & Service Ltd.
Timmins: 705-268-7600
readyquip.com

Hub International
Equipment Ltd.
Lindsay: 705-324-6136
Port Perry: 905-982-1500
hubinter.com

WPE Landscape Equipment
- JCB
Hamilton/Halton: 905-628-3055
wpeequipment.ca

PEI
A.L.P.A. Equipment
(506) 861-2572
alpaequipment.com
/JCBNA

@

@JCBNA

QUEBEC
A.L.P.A. Equipment

Gaspésie : (506) 826-2717
Bas-Saint-Laurent :
(506) 735-4144
alpaequipment.com

Bossé Quebec Inc.
Saint-Augustin-deDesmaures: 418-878-2241
bosse-frere.com
Moore JCB
Montreal: 514-333-1212
moorejcb.com

SASKATCHEWAN
& MANITOBA
Westcon JCB
Regina: 306-359-7273
Saskatoon: 306-934-3646
Winnipeg: 204-694-5364
westconjcb.com

JCBNA
4740
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toromontequip.com

HOT DEALS OF
THE MONTH!
For a limited time,
get as low as

3,99%

2007 CAT 330DL
EXCAVATOR

on all of our used
equipment.*

$79,500

2007 CAT 345CLVG
EXCAVATOR

16,103 HRS

BATHURST, NB

21,865 HRS

2017 CAT 924K
WHEEL LOADER

$115,000

2011 CAT 930H
WHEEL LOADER

$50,000
OTTAWA, ON

$75,000

12,785 HRS

1985 DEERE 544C
WHEEL LOADER

10,215 HRS

SUDBURY, ON

12,511 HRS

2015 DEERE 410L
BACKHOE LOADER

$88,000

2004 CAT D4GXL
DOZER

$55,000

2004 CAT 325CFM
FORESTRY

7,238 HRS

HAMILTON, ON

25,545 HRS

$75,000

2006 DEERE 545
SKIDDER

3,603 HRS

POINTE-CLAIRE, QC

CAMBRIDGE, ON

2012 CAT 349EL
EXCAVATOR

1994 CAT PM565
COLD PLANER

$60,000

2010 DEERE 953J
FELLER BUNCHER

12,116 HRS

WINNIPEG, MB

16,213 HRS

ORILLIA, ON

8,813 HRS

16,457 HRS

USED AND RESTORED PARTS
Recent arrivals
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

$6,950 exchange
$6,200 and up
$950 ea
$1,800 ea
$16,500
$1,800

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rebuilt 950G trans, 114 8945
$18,300 exchange
Rebuilt IT28G trans p/n 2013318
$13,500 exchange
Rebuilt 928G trans p/n 177 0017
$14,500 exchange
IT18F transmission (1082075)
$10,500 exchange
988B Transmission p/n 3P9094
$25,850 outright
924 transmission rebuilt. p/n 1807503
$11,200 exchange
980C rebuilt, p/n 6Y3197 h/d arrange.
$22,700 exchange
New arrivals for tear down, 966H, 324D, 980G, 930H.

740 Final Drive, reconditioned, p/n 3710565
324D Rebuilt final drives, new bearings/seals
365B Rebuilt final drive, P/N 136 2956 (2)

$22,000
ST. JOHNS, NL

$106,000
VAL-D’OR, QC

$105,600
POINTE-CLAIRE, QC

EXT. 3067
EXT. 5768

ALL IN ONE PLACE!
HUGE INVENTORY

2013 CASE 721F
WHEEL LOADER
4,500 HRS

2017 DEERE 2154D
FORESTRY
10.040 HRS

2007 CAT 816F
COMPACTOR
14,230 HRS

DARTMOUTH,
BATHURST, NB
NS

$99,000
OTTAWA, ON

$245,000
THUNDER BAY, ON

$333,500
WINNIPEG, MB

Dependable Alternative Toromont Rebuilt and
Used Generator Sets.
If you don’t see what you want, call me and I’ll get it for you.
A transformer can be used to reduce 600 to 480 volts.
For pictures please visit:

Toromontequip.com CONTACT PAT MCCART AT:

$22,500
$10,500
$18,500 ea

•
•

345 Final drive 227 604
319/320/321/323 p/n 3530611
final drive open & insp

$24,000
$8,900

SOLD

CAT 3512 Skid Mounted Gen Set
1200 KW Prime rated at 600 volt, Form
wound gen end with 250 original hours.
$425,000

SOLD

CAT 3412 Skid Mounted Gen Set
680 KW Prime rated at 600 volt, 2 hours
since major overhaul.
$220,000

CALL: 705 436-7770 or 1 800 771-9145
Andy
Greg

10,354
16,103 HRS
HRS

$59,000

1 800 771-9145 or 705 436-7770 or Cell: 416 522-8701
Email: pmccart@toromont.com

Final Drives & Differentials
•
•
•

VAL-D’OR, QC

2011 KOMATSU
PC350LC-8 EXCAVATOR

WANTED USED GEN. SETS,
INDUSTRIAL AND MARINE ENGINES

Transmissions (rebuilt & tested)

330B Rebuilt Swing drive p/n 114 1441
938, 950, 962 GP buckets, new take off’s
New CAT 420 pin on front bkt, c/w bolt on edge
Numerous Fusion couplers, IT couplers all new take off’s
446D Side Dump new Cat unused 1.25 cu/yd
430E 30’’ rear bucket, new CAT
Numerous Hydraulic cylinders rebuilt, Excavator and loader.
Numerous new Cat surplus cutting edges and bucket teeth.

$145,000

Joe
EXT. 3068
Shawn EXT. 3066

› toromontequip.com › 1 833 953-7847
WEEKLY DEALS

CAT CERTIFIED USED

*Certain conditions may apply. Limited time offer. Us pricing subjected to actual exchange rates at time of sale. All units are subject to prior sale.
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EK260LS

CABLE CROWD SERIES
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
CAT Base
Maximum Nominal Torque

CAT 352 Tier IV
209,700 ft.lbs
432 hp

Installed Power
Drilling 200ft depth in Kitimat, BC, Canada

Transport mode 

130 ft

Standard Drilling Depth

12 ft

Maximum Diameter
Crowd Force

83,725 lbf

Main Winch Line Pull

63,700 lbf

Operation Weight

200,000 lb

AN AUTHORIZED DEALER

FACTORY SALES & RENTALS US: 912-200-7661 | CANADA: 514-444-5687 | jp.aube@czm-us.com

962 Interstate Centre Blvd. | Ellabell, GA 31308| czm-us.com
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DRILLING/PILING/FOUNDATIONS

PIER-LESS POWER
Remote-Controlled Demolition Equipment
Solves Challenging Helical Pier Application
By Mike Martin, Vice President of
Operations, Brokk Inc.
When it comes to fast, efficient deep foundation systems, helical piers are gaining traction with contractors across the country. This
anchoring method offers minimal ground
disturbance and leaves no spoils. There’s also
no cure time involved—unlike micro piles
or other systems—allowing for immediate
loading and accelerated project timelines.
However, achieving these benefits often
comes with site-specific challenges, especially in retrofit applications. While helical
piers might provide an ideal solution, finding electric equipment with the necessary
power-to-weight ratio to access emission-restricted spaces, such as basements and
older buildings with low floor loads, can
be difficult.
It’s a problem St. Louis-based Drilling
Service Co. faced on a recent warehouse
retrofit near the city’s The Hill neighborhood.
The location required zero emissions, which
limited the company’s equipment selection.
The company turned to Brokk, the world
leader in remote-controlled demolition
robots, for a powerful electric solution.
The Brokk 500 not only provided necessary
torque, but also offered the maneuverability
that helped Drilling Service Co. overcome
several unforeseen challenges to complete
the project on time and within budget.

Reputation for Innovative Tech Solutions
At first glance, the brief seemed straightforward—retrofit a 100-plus-year-old
manufacturing facility to support new equipment with heavier loads than the building was
designed for. However, site-specific challenges
quickly piled up, resulting in a more complex
project. The single-story warehouse—located
in a traditionally industrial neighborhood
near the river—likely sat on contaminated
soil, requiring an installation method that
limited spoils.
Additionally, the facility wouldn’t allow
the use of diesel-powered equipment within
the building. This meant that even though
there was plenty of room to maneuver larger
diesel-powered equipment, the selected contractor would need to find an electric solution.
The project’s general manager approached
Drilling Service Co. based on their long history of delivering intelligent, efficient and
effective underground solutions. The familyowned company, now in its third generation,
has been serving the St. Louis area for 66
years. During that time, the company has
invested heavily in people and cutting-edge
technology, remaining at the forefront of the
drilling industry by embracing new methods
to provide safe, efficient results.
“Since our founding in 1955, Drilling Service Co. has always been focused on finding
the very best way to do the work,” said Kyle
Murphy, project engineer for Drilling Service Co. “The business grew from there.
People knew that they would be treated
fairly and that we could be trusted to provide

cost-effective solutions for even the most
challenging applications. We built relationships with general contractors across the
region based on our integrity and ability to
deliver innovative results.”
For a company synonymous with quality,
customer-focused solutions for drilled shafts,
dewatering systems, earth retention, micro
piles, rock anchors and more, the warehouse
retrofit presented a unique opportunity to
explore an exciting new process—robotic
helical pier installation.
“At heart, we’re a company of problem
solvers who is always looking for new ways to
increase safety and efficiency,” Murphy said.
“Everyone on the team brings their best ideas
to the table. When we were approached with
this project, we recognized it as an opportunity to explore new equipment options.”
Installing helical piers requires a robust hydraulic system and a specialized drive head
that can provide not only downward force,
but rotational pressure. Drilling Service Co.
would traditionally run the drive head from
the auxiliary hydraulics of a mini excavator
or skid steer, but with the zero-emission
requirement, they knew they’d have to come
up with a creative solution.
The project required driving large helical
piers—4.5-inch-diameter (11.4-centimeter-diameter) pipe with a 16-inch-diameter
(40.6-centimeter-diameter) helical plate—
20-25 feet (6.1-7.6 meters) down to refuse
on bedrock. After establishing the required
loads, they reached out to Ideal Group, the
helical pier designer and manufacturer, to
discuss equipment options.
“Ideal connected us with Brokk,” Murphy
said. “They were using a Brokk 520D, weighing
in at approximately 12,000 pounds, to test
their larger helical piers in confined spaces.
Not only did it provide the necessary torque,
but the unique arm design meant it still had
enough downward pressure to operate in
low-overhead situations, like a basement. That
wasn’t one of our concerns with this particular
project, but the electric operation was.”
Drilling Service Co. worked with Brokk to
arrange a one-month rental of a Brokk 500.
Ideal Group provided a Digga with a 30ADS
anchor drive head and custom mounting
bracket that allowed the Brokk to deliver.
With the rental, Brokk provided training
for Drilling Service Co. employees at their
St. Joseph, Missouri, demonstration and
service center.
The Drilling Service Co. team had extensive
experience with hydraulic drilling equipment,
which gave them some familiarity with the
basic functions. However, working with the
Brokk robot’s remote operation gave them
a new perspective, allowing them to stand
back and observe installation from a safe
distance. The training covered specifics of
the Brokk machine including maneuvering
it, setting the outriggers, operating the arm
and running the drive head.

get to work. The general contractor started
by saw cutting an approximately 2-foot-wide
section in the 6-inch-thick (15-centimeter)
floor slab running the length of each new
grade beam to expose the soil below. However, plans quickly hit a snag when the crew
discovered a layer of urban rubble less than
a foot below the slab.
“We were surprised to find grapefruit- to
beachball-sized fragments of cement, brick
and old rebar from demolished buildings,”
said Mat Boster, project superintendent for
Drilling Service Co. “The helical only has a
small pitch. It could have advanced through
gravel sized rubble, but this was too large.”
Drilling Service Co. quickly revised their
plan. Before installing the piers, they needed
to pre-drill holes through the rubble, which
was between 10-12 feet (3-3.7 meters) thick.
Attaching a 16-inch-diamter (40.6-centimeter-diameter) core barrel and auger to the
drive head, the team simply used the Brokk
to drill through the rubble to the soil below.
“The Brokk worked great for pre-drilling,”
Boster said. “It cut through the rubble quickly, so we didn’t lose much time, and had more
than enough power for this application as
well as driving the helical piers.”
Work Begins
Once the Brokk created a void through
With its team trained and the helical piers the rubble, the lead of the helical pier was
delivered, Drilling Service Co. was ready to driven through the soil below until it reached

bedrock. 5- and 10-foot (1.5- and 3-meter)
sections were added as installation progressed with the team constantly monitoring
the drive head and hydraulic pressure for
optimal torque output.
The Brokk 500’s 23-foot (7-meter) reach
allowed the team to access helical pier locations that would have been challenging
with traditional monoboom equipment.
This included reaching up, over or around
existing equipment in the building when
necessary. Brokk’s 41kW motor was easily
powered by a 100kW generator positioned
outside the building.
With pier installation complete, Drilling
Service Co. capped the end of each pipe.
The general contractor then cast the capped
pipe into a grade beam that was reinforced
with rebar, becoming the foundation for the
facility’s new equipment.
More than half of the 46 helical pier positions needed to be pre-drilled. Thanks to
the professionalism of the team and the
versatility of the Brokk, the work progressed
quickly, allowing Drilling Service Co. to
complete the entire project in just three
weeks. With a week left on their rental, the
contractor was able to complete another
helical pier installation, this time at a St.
Louis landmark.
Continued on B6
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“hands down Bobcat makes a machine that out-digs the competition!”

(L to R) Brandon Dunsby, Chelsea Steele, Dale Dunsby, Cindy Dunsby of North Kawartha Property Maintenance and Ryan Di Bello, sales specialist for Bobcat of Peterborough
North Kawartha Property Maintenance (NKP) owned
and operated by Dale and Cindy Dunsby, formerly
Advantage Disaster Restoration for 23 years, serving
the insurance industry operating as a full-service
restoration company covering the Peterborough and
Kawartha Lakes areas. Today their company offers
the same services plus services related to building/
property maintenance, mostly focusing on interior
cleaning of cottages teaming up with Air BNB hosts
and lawn maintenance.
The family business strives on honesty and integrity,
their client’s needs are always a priority. They will
never rush a job or cut corners, and there is only one
way to do a job and that is the right way, they go the
extra mile to ensure their customer’s are extremely
happy. Being a family-based business, the family
helps whenever they can. Their son Brandon was
working full-time with the township, as well as giving
many hours to help with his parent’s business. Along
with Brandon’s partner Chelsea, who has experience
in many areas and is always smiling.
About a year ago, Dale purchased a Bobcat®
excavator to do some work on his family’s 75-acre

property. Their son Brandon who has been operating
excavators since the age of 14 was going to do some
part-time work excavating their land with it including
but not limited to woodcutting/processing/clearing/
road building and grading for drainage. This is when
their business really took off. Once they owned their
new Bobcat E-42 compact excavator they started
getting requests for more and more work requiring
the excavator. This summer they shifted from fiveday grass cutting to two days grass cutting and 4
days excavating.
NKP has now expanded to providing customers with
excavating, landscaping design and implementation,
concrete design and contracting, specializing
in grading/drainage, basement waterproofing,
foundations for garages and shoreline erosion control
etc. Brandon is attending a course that will license
him to design and install septic systems moving into
the spring of 2022.
Brandon originally connected with Ryan Di Bello,
sales specialist for Bobcat of Peterborough trying
to convince his dad he should take a look at what
Ryan had to offer. Dale says he sure is glad Brandon
did this, stating “Ryan promised us service. I told him
we cannot afford a breakdown. Far beyond service is
what we got. We got a specialist who cares. He had
the service tech come right to us to do an oil change.
In any industry, it is hard to find people who do
things the right way. I have had good service before
but never as personable as Ryan.” The Dunsby’s
also added “we are extremely happy. Ryan goes
above and beyond the call of duty and he does this
naturally because he is who he is. Ryan is educated
and knowledgeable when it comes to his machinery
and associated products. He is very diligent and fun
to work with.”

“We have used other brands in the past, but hands
down Bobcat makes a machine that out-digs the
competition! The lifting capacity is tons more and
very smooth,” stated Dale. After renting a Bobcat
compact track loader to move material around a job
site, prompted Brandon to call Ryan and give him
the heads up that Dale wanted one and that they we
going to work towards purchasing one in a year or
so. Brandon and Ryan chuckled because NKP called
a week later to purchase a new Bobcat T66 compact
track loader as they knew they couldn’t do their job
properly without it. Brandon loves the Bobcat Flail
Mower attachment stating, “It’s just what we needed.
After we leave a job site you would never know
machinery was onsite, it mulches everything away
makes a big difference defining professionalism.”
We would not hesitate to recommend Ryan Di Bello,
sales specialist for Bobcat of Peterborough and to
purchase Bobcat machines for your next machine
purchase. You will ask yourself why you didn’t do
it sooner.
Thank you, Dale, Cindy, Brandon and Chelsea.

YOUR LOCAL AUTHORIZED BOBCAT DEALERS
BARRIE

BRANTFORD

705-726-2228

519-752-7900

Bobcat of Barrie

OakenEquipment.ca
FRANKFORD

CASSELMAN

bobcatov.com

bobcatov.com

GREY BRUCE

613-764-2033
HAMILTON

KITCHENER

905-643-3177

1-866-214-3939

bobcat.johnsequipmentsales.com

bobcatoftc.com

bobcatofhamilton.com

519-372-9100

OTTAWA

PARRY SOUND

613-831-5166

705-342-1717

TORONTO EAST

705-566-8190

416-679-4171

bmcdowell.com

bobcatoflondon.ca

519-393-6040

bobcatofpeterborough.com

bobcatofstratford.ca

strattonequipment.com

416-679-4172

519-737-0120

OakenEquipment.ca

OakenEquipment.com

STRATTON

Stratton Equipment

WINDSOR

Bobcat of Toronto

519-455-4900

Bobcat of Stratford

TORONTO WEST

Bobcat of Toronto

LONDON

bobcatoftc.com

705-748-9119

bobcatofparrysound.com

bobcatofdurhameast.com
Bobcat of London

STRATFORD

Bobcat of Peterborough

Bobcat of Durham East Ltd.

Bobcat of Tri-Cities Ltd.

PETERBOROUGH

Bobcat of Parry Sound Ltd.

SUDBURY

McDowell B Equipment Ltd.

905-404-9990

bobcatofbrantford.com

Bobcat of Hamilton

bobcatov.com

613-932-2034

Bobcat of Ottawa Valley

Bobcat of Grey Bruce

Bobcat of Ottawa Valley

COURTICE

Bobcat of Ottawa Valley

John’s Equipment

613-398-6522

CORNWALL

Bobcat of Brantford

Bobcat of Windsor

OakenEquipment.ca

807-483-5505
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KLEMM launches KR 800-3G universal drilling rig
KLEMM has introduced the
KR 800-3G, the latest drill
rig in its compact product
range. With an operating
weight of 10 tons and an
on-board diesel engine, the
KR 800-3G is the lightest
and smallest model in the
KLEMM 800 series.
Based on a pendulum
chassis, the KR 800-3G has
compact dimensions, a
powerful powertrain and
flexible kinematics. With a
total width of only 1.8 m, an
adjustable mast for different stroke lengths, and the
option of mounting various
rotary heads or hydraulic
drifters—for both single and
double-head drilling—the
KR 800-3G meets the wide
range of the requirements of
drilling in confined spaces.
The drill rig can be used
for installing micro-piles, anchors and soil nails, and for
the purpose of underpinning,
and other types of injection
drilling.
The heart of the newly
developed kinematics is a
so-called “Rollover,” which is
a rotation gear with endless
rotation. This rotation gear
works as a link between the
main boom and the mast
carrier including the mast.
The Rollover enables anchor drill positions at angles
of between 0º and 90º in directions both transverse to

the direction of travel, and
in the direction of travel.
When drilling purely vertically, drilling points up to
approximately 400 mm away
from the outer edge of the
tracks can be reached. This
keeps to a minimum the
maneuvers required for the
rig to reach the next drilling
point - which is an important advantage for drilling
efficiency, especially when
drilling micro-piles.
A further advantage is the
new mast concept, which is
made up of a base element
and an extension. Attached
to the mast is a modular,
easy to adjust clamping and
breaking unit which enables
the mast to be set up in six
different overall lengths between 3,350 mm and 5,000
mm. This means that the
mast length can be individually configured to suit both
the confined conditions of
the drilling project, and the
different drilling methods
required to fulfill the job at
hand.
The energy chain can be
repositioned as one unit and
can therefore be adjusted to
fit to the selected drill mast
length. This avoids any protrusion beyond the end of
the mast therefore avoiding
the danger of collision with,
for example, any other buildings or building equipment.

As there is no need for the
reconnection of hydraulic
lines, any mast adjustments
can take place directly on the
building site with relatively
little effort.
With a retraction force of 60
kN, the new Type 162-3 drill
mast system offers sufficient
reserves for larger drilling
diameters of up to 10" and is
suitable for more demanding
geological conditions.
Using the remote control
unit with display, the drill
operator can always assume
a safe working position
around the drilling rig. The
high functional safety of the
control concept ensures that
operator safety is provided
in accordance with the requirements of EN 16228. In
addition, a separating device
for protection against moving
parts in the work process can
be provided.
The 100 kW diesel engine
complies with EU V and Tier
4f emissions standards.
A version with EU IIIA
emissions standard (90 kW
power class) is also available.
The hydraulic system offers up to five pumps, two
of which are load-sensing,
making it optimal for the efficient operation of several
main consumers at different pressure levels. CAN-bus
driven control blocks with
high precision control and

reproducibility ensure accurate and precise handling
of the drill rig.
Smart features such as
PowerSharing, which is developed and patented by
KLEMM, and the Energy
Efficiency Package (EEP),
an integrated standard feature on KLEMM drill rigs,
support the user in achieving
an environmentally friendly
and cost-efficient construction site.
Examples of this can be
seen in the reduction in fuel
consumption, pollutants,
and noise emissions.

2019 GRADALL XL 4300V
SPECS: 173 hp, 2200 rpm, 30’ max. reach,
21’ max. dig depth, 25,405 lbs breakout force,
22,075 lbs rated boom force.
The new Gradall XL 4300V excavator is the
industry’s only on/off highway excavator that
can work at the front, rear or either side of the
undercarriage without the need for outriggers.
Dealer-maintained from our rental fleet – only
565 hours!
FOR SALE

$379,000
(905) 670-3440

AMACOCEI.COM

BOOK NOW - 75% SOLD!


Heavy Equipment, Road Building, Forestry, Aggregates & More
OVER 200,000 SQ.FT. OF EXHIBIT SPACE
FOR MORE INFORMATION AND TO SECURE YOUR SPACE, PLEASE CONTACT:

MARK CUSACK, National Show Manager • mcusack@mpltd.ca • 506.333.1064
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Fundex Equipment to offer Trimble Groundworks piling rig guidance
Trimble and Fundex Equipment have announced
the availability of Trimble® Groundworks piling
machine guidance as an
option on Fundex Equipment foundation machines.
Trimble Groundworks is a
3D machine control system
for piling rigs that improves
efficienc y and reduces
downtime with stakeless
navigation, monitoring
productivity and quality,
and managing design data
from office to field. Trimble Groundworks helps
optimize productivity, reduce driving time per pile
for piling rigs and enables
operations to work day or
night and under almost any
weather conditions. Part
of the Trimble Connected Site® portfolio, Trimble
Groundworks is a connected solution between office
and field workflows.
"Trimble Groundworks
increases the value of our
equipment for our customers," said Anton Hectors,
manager E-systems, Fundex Equipment. "Thanks
to integration of the machine control system with
our Fundex Equipment
foundation machines, operators can drive piles more
efficiently and with higher
quality."
"Both Trimble and Fundex have a long history of
providing innovative solutions for piling operations,"

said Kevin Garcia, general manager of Trimble's
Civil Construction Solutions Division. "Trimble
Groundworks technology
o n Fu n d e x E q u i p m e n t
Foundation machines will
enable our customers to
maximize piling productivity and safety to new levels,
with a reliable and accurate
workflow."

3D Guidance
Trimble Groundworks
provides accurate piling
depth, direction and drill
hole calculation, enabling

operators to drill exactly
to the required depth. The
Auto-Stop feature eliminates over/under drilling
and reduces machine wear
and tear.

Safer piling workflows
When Groundworks is
used with Trimble Business
Center software, administrators can set avoidance
zones in the design file. This
can alert the operator of
areas to reduce blind spots.
In addition, Groundworks
reduces the need for surveyors and support staff to

be near the machine, making worksites safer.
G ro u n d w o r k s a l l o w s
for operators to create an
in-field stake-less piling
design and export layout
and as-built reports.
These reports meet the
International Rock E xcavation Data Exchange
Standard (IREDE S) for
workflows for machine and
software interoperability.
Trimble Groundworks
piling machine guidance is
available now as a factory
installed option from Fundex Equipment.

Continued from B3 - Remote controlled demolition equipment solves

Piling on the Projects
The Muny, a permanent
outdoor theater in Forest
Park which hosted its first
production in 1916, was installing an elevator as part of a
larger renovation project. The
project required 17 helical
piers of the same size Drilling
Service Co. was using on the
warehouse retrofit. With the
Brokk already equipped with
the drive head, the team was
able to quickly relocate to the
new jobsite.

The crew could only
access the elevator shaft
through a narrow pergola,
so the compact size of the
Brokk, with 5-foot, 3-inch
transport width, provided
a huge benefit. Additionally, the impressive reach
and maneuverability of the
Brokk’s three-part arm increased efficiency, allowing
Drilling Service Co. to access
several piers from a single
spot. This minimized machine repositioning in the

confined space.
“With the highly versatile
arm, we were able to work
in the restricted height conditions with no problem,”
Murphy said. “The only
challenge was increasing the
drive head torque to 20,000
foot-pounds to achieve the
minimum torque requirement prescribed by the
helical pier designer.”
Although, this turned
out to be no challenge at
all. A quick call to Brokk’s

HYDROLEXC

SINCE 1998

EQUIPMENT SERVICES LTD.
HYDROLEXC.COM

We are always rebuilding
“Deutz Legacy” Engines
912/914 - 1011/2011
for all applications.
If electronic engines are
now part of your fleet,
call us for the right filters
to keep your fuel clean.

SPECIALIZING

416-458-2334

IN

HYDRAULIC KER
HAMMER/BRE A
PARTS, SALES

& SERVICE

CENTRAL DIESEL SERVICE
Solid Service Since 1983

6604 Davand Dr., Mississauga, Ontario L5T 2M3

905-564-9444 Fax: 905-564-9313
Email: deutz@on.aibn.com

ALLIED
KENT

ATLAS COPCO
MUSTANG

BTI

OKADA

CAT

CP

RAMMER

EPIROC
ROCK RAM

ESCO

INDECO

STANLEY

NPK

TRAMAC

service center in St. Joseph,
and Randy Glidewell, one
of Brokk’s technicians, was
walking them through the
procedure via a video chat.
“We were up and running
in five minutes,” Murphy
said. “Randy provided detailed instruction, down to
the exact size Allen wrench
we’d need. As a company
that values strong customer-focused relationships,
that level of professionalism and service meant a
lot. Working with Brokk was
great.”
The Muny project finished
up after a week and Drilling Service Co. retuned the
Brokk 500—until the next
time.
“We’re definitely on the
lookout for a chance to
partner with Brokk again,”
Murphy said. “The electric
operation and power-toweight ratio make it ideal
for restoration and retrofitting applications. Plus,
we’re always excited to work
with companies that share
our belief in integrity, safety
and strong relationships. It’s
just a matter of time before
we’re integrating this cutting-edge technology into
our process.”
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2018 VOLVO L90H
1900 hrs

Stk#2027152
$225,000

2012 VOLVO ECR58

Stk#2023055

6,378 hrs

$42,900

2019 VOLVO L220H
1,675 hrs

Stk#2015544
$492,500

L220F REBUILT TRANSMISSION
1 Year Strongco Parts Warranty

2011 VOLVO L90F

Stk#2022687

14,153 hrs

$92,500

2017 VOLVO EC140EL

Stk#2007064

1,812 hrs

$167,000

2013 VOLVO L60G
14192 hrs

Stk#2025923
$100,064

L60/70/90 H-G REBUILT RANSMISSION
1 Year Strongco Parts Warranty
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2004 VOLVO L110E
18,416 hrs

Stk#2021382
$79,500

2018 VOLVO DD105
134 hrs

Stk#2012907
$145,000

2016 VOLVO A40G
7,472 hrs

Stk#2005211
$386,000

A30D, A25D REBUILT TRANSMISSION
1 Year Strongco Parts Warranty

2013 VOLVO EC480DL
12,165 hrs

B7

Stk#2021305
$170,000

2017 VOLVO EW60E

Stk#2008432

123 hrs

$131,900

2018 VOLVO DD110C
1,180 hrs

Stk#2011762
$132,900

2012 VOLVO EC380DL
11,847 hrs

Stk#2021455
$108,705

V OLVO USE D E QU IPMEN T & COM PONE NTS
Y our o n e-s t o p de a le r.
F r o m m ach i ne ry to se rvice , pa rts a nd c ert ific at ion.
Y our t r u s t ed p a rtn e r for e ve ry projec t .
F OR
MO R E
I NFO

C O N TACT

Volvo Rebuilt T ransm issions

Volvo Used Parts for:

L220F tra n s m i s s i on S N #6 0 0 5 -8 4 8 5

Ar t ic u la t ed Ha u ler s

L90E tr a n s m is s i on S N #2 0 0 5 -8 0 0 0

W heel loa d er s

L110F tra n s m i s s i on S N #3 5 0 3 -6 1 5 0 1

Mot or G r a d er

J.J LYO N S

j j l yon s@ st ron g co.com
(844 ) 2 8 8 -4 2 4 1

ASK US ABO UT FINANCING O PTIO NS
*Terms & C o nditio ns apply

C on nect w ith us
H UGE IN V EN TORY

Used Equipment | New equipment

AF TER SALES SUPPORT

In-Field servi ce | In- S hop servi ce

PA RTS IN VEN TORY

G en u i n e OE M parts & m ajor
com p on en ts avai l ab l e i n stock

WWW.STRONGCO.COM
ALBERTA ONTARIO QUEBEC ATLANTIC
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YoUr CrUsHiNg ExPeRtS fRoM StArT tO FiNiSh
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OUTFITTED WITH A BELT WEIGH SCALE

TEREX FINLAY J-1160
PRIMARY JAW CRUSHER
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TEREX FINLAY 863

HEAVY DUTY SCALPING SCREEN

TEREX FINLAY I120RS

HEAVY DUTY SCALPING SCREEN

IMPACT CRUSHER

TESAB 1012TS

IMPACT CRUSHER
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TESAB 623 CT

SECONDARY IMPACT CRUSHER

TEREX FINLAY 684

2 DECK SCREENING PLANT

TESAB TS1000
CONE CRUSHER

INVENTORY

CrUsHeRs

Terex Finlay J-1160 Primary Jaw Crusher – 515 HRS
Terex Finlay I-120RS Recirculating Impact Crusher –
Terex Finlay I-120RS Recirculating Impact Crusher – 635 HRS
Terex Finlay I-100RS Recirculating Impact Crusher – 1100HRS
Tesab 1012TS Impact Crusher – 468 HRS
Tesab 623CT Secondary Impact Crusher – 410 HRS
Tesab TS1000 Secondary Cone Crusher – 369 HRS

ScReEnInG PlAnTs
Tesab TS1550 Heavy Duty Scalping Screen –
Terex Finlay 684 2 Deck Inclined Screening Plant -160 HRS
Terex Finlay 674 3 Deck Inclined Screening Plant –
Tesab TS2300 2 Deck Inclined Screening Plant –
Terex Finlay 863 Heavy Duty Scalping Plant –

TrAcK StAcKeRs

Terex Finlay TC80 80’ Tracked Stacker fitted w/ belt weigh
scale. 1100 HRS –
Terex Finlay TC80 80’ Tracked Stacker fitted w/ belt weigh
scale. –

SpEcIaL NeW YeAr PrOmO

2017 TESAB 10570 PRIMARY JAW CRUSHER – 1900 HRS.
28’x42’ jaw set. Excellent condition. $440,000.00 CAD.
2019 TEREX FINLAY 684 2 DECK SCREENING PLANT
– 5’7”x14’ double deck screen box, Full Warranty intact $314,000.00 CAD.
** All units dealer maintained,
and are in prime working condition **
Contact us for pricing and details.

For all enquiries,
please contact: John O’Hea
Phone: 519-577-6576
Email: john.ohea@crushco.ca
FOLLOW US

   
@CRUSHCOequip

CRUSHCO.CA

@EQUIPJOURNAL
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AGGREGATE/QUARRIES

CAT BOOSTS SPEED &
PRODUCTIVITY IN 988K XE
WHEEL LOADER
10% faster downhill speeds and 5% better production allows
operators to move and load materials & aggregate more efficiently.
Updates to the CAT 988K XE deliver up
to 10% faster downhill speed, improved
rimpull and increased hydraulic breakout
force for up to 5% better production.
The updated design improves cycle times
in load and carry applications, while an optional counterweight increases stability and
offers faster maneuverability with these tasks.
A new Go-Pedal for the 988K XE features three dynamic breaking levels to give
operators easier single right-hand pedal
operation. Standard Tire Slip Prevention
reduces tire slip and wear to increase tire
life and lower owning costs.
New optional CAT Autodig features simplify the digging phase to increase dig cycle
optimization by up to 10%. Further reducing
tire slip and wear, Auto Set Tires sets the front
tires to promote proper loading techniques.
Lift stall prevention technology automatically
manages rimpull in-dig to prevent hydraulic
stall while lifting through the face, so the
988K XE spends less time in the pile.
Teaching proper operating techniques,
new available CAT Operator Coaching helps
increase machine efficiency and delivers
up to 15% faster cycle times and 10% better
bucket fill factors. Among other procedures,

it shows how to properly shorten travel, avoid
unracking in-dig, enter the pile with a level
bucket, reduce the dump height and use the
kickout. The coaching feedback also results
in up to 15% less fuel consumption.

Increased efficiency
The field-proven switch reluctance electric
drive technology of the 988K XE increases
overall efficiency by 25% and face-loading
application efficiency by up to 49% compared
to the 988K.
Economy mode operation reduces rated
speed of the durable CAT C18 engine to further
reduce fuel consumption. Increased hydraulic
speed and faster cycle times achieved by the
988K XE decrease idle time and fuel burn to
increase loader efficiency.
Greenhouse gas reductions through operating the electric drive versus the mechanical
drive model are equivalent to up to 1 year of
electricity use for nearly 10 homes.
A new steering and integrated control
(STIC™) valve offer up to 47% quieter operation, and the system delivers precise machine
control with minimal arm movements to increase comfort and improve loading accuracy
and efficiency.

Modulating the left pedal from 100% to
25%, the new rimpull control system (RSC)
reduces the potential for wheel slippage
without reducing hydraulic efficiency. The
loader’s new positive flow control (PFC)
hydraulic system increases efficiency, bucket
feel and responsiveness to deliver consistent
performance.
With data displayed inside the cabin in
real-time, available CAT Payload on the 988K
XE provides accurate weighing of loaded
materials to improve truck loading efficiency
by reducing overloading and underloading.
When combined with optional Advanced
Productivity technology, the 988K XE provides
comprehensive actionable payload information to help improve operational productivity
and profitability.

With standard CAT Vision to enhance
visibility behind the loader, the 988K XE
features 43-degree steering articulation to
achieve precise positioning in tight areas for
efficient truck loading.
The loader offers a rated payload of 11.3
tonnes (12.5 tons) when working with face
material and 14.5 tonnes (16 tons) with loose
material and can be equipped with a range
of buckets with capacities from 4.7-13 m3
(6.2-17 yd3).
It is performance-matched to offer efficient
3-pass loading of the 38.2-tonne (42.1-ton)
CAT 770G and 4-pass loading of the 46.8-tonne
(51.6-ton) CAT 772G. Its high-lift configuration delivers 5-pass loading of the 55.3-tonne
(61-ton) CAT 773G and 6-pass loading of the
64-tonne (70.5-ton) CAT 775G.

CAT Self-Service Options deliver convenient parts ordering and machine repair
With new CAT Self-Service
Options (SSO), Caterpillar simplifies the repair process for customers who prefer to complete
their own routine maintenance
and minor repairs on equipment
in their fleet. The customizable
SSO solutions include the parts,
instructions and recommended
tooling for completing specific
service work on hundreds of
CAT Building & Construction
Products (BCP) machines. The

new solutions are designed for a
range of common repairs for CAT
equipment.
Each SSO starts with a predefined list of genuine CAT parts,
new and remanufactured, specific
to the machine model and necessary repair. Available in multiple
languages, step-by-step service
instructions guide the service tech
through the repair and include
safety and contamination control
guidance. All required and special

tooling to complete the repair are
recommended as an optional
purchase as a part of the package.
Each SSO can be customized to
include only the parts and tooling customers need to efficiently
complete the repair by themselves
and at a time convenient for the
production schedule.
CAT dealers provide guidance
on selecting the right SSO for the
repair and for customization. If
the customer’s service tech runs

into a question while completing the repair, dealer technical
representatives are available for
support. If the repair turns into
something the customer does
not want to handle internally,
the dealer will be available to
complete it.
SSOs have been developed for
over 300 BCP models and Caterpillar plans to expand the offerings
to additional models in 2022. The
range of CAT machines the SSO

covers include compact track, skid
steer and multi-terrain loaders,
compact wheel loaders, backhoe
loaders, mini hydraulic excavators, small wheel loaders, small
dozers, and telehandlers. The type
of repairs covered include minor
engine bolt-ons, service brakes for
drivetrains, hydraulics and implement controls. As CAT machines
are introduced, new CAT SSOs will
be developed.
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THE INTERNATIONAL CENTRE • TORONTO

The Only National Trade Show in
Canada Dedicated to the Concrete,
Aggregates and Construction Industries
TITLE SPONSORS

PLATINUM SPONSORS

GOLD SPONSORS

SILVER SPONSORS

ATTEND

EXHIBIT

SPONSOR

CanadianConcreteExpo.com
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EQUIPMENT. SKILL. EXPERTISE.
We always deliver TOP QUALITY product on-time,
every time for over 39 years.

S

EXCAVATOR & LOADER
ATTACHMENTS

We have all your
EARTHMOVING
ATTACHMENTS

GET CUSTOM
ATTACHMENTS IN
JUST 5-6 WEEKS!

SNOWPLOW
BLADES LARGE
GRAPPLES!

MWS Equipment launches new Smart SCLPR 105
MW S Equipment has machines tested and proven the globe. We will be adding
announced the latest addi- in challenging and diverse additional products to this
tion to its product port- product applications across range in the new year.”
folio, the SCLPR 105 static
scalper.
This MWS Scalping
screen is designed to handle a range of products from
construction, demolition,
industrial waste and heavy
quarry outputs to finer soil
applications.
The SCLPR range is fully
compatible with the MWS
product range allowing it
to integrate seamlessly into
any wet processing plant.
The SCLPR can be used in
a range of applications to
screen off any oversize or
heavy clay bound materials
prior to the washing process. According to MWS,
this helps to improve the
wash plant’s efficiency and
increase the lifespan of the
plant and its components.
The company claims that
the significant benefits of
the SCLPR 105 include a
high capacity feed hopper,
variable speed control, independent or integrated
control panel and customisable conveyors to suit the
individual application.
The SCLPR 105 is a
fully-electric machine and,
according to MWS, maximizes the customer’s return
on their investment. The
control system incorporates
several features to improve
both the operational effectiveness and overall machine
safety.

D/S Manufacturing
5087 Carman Road,
Iroquois, ON. K0E 1K0
Phone: (613) 652-4025

dsmanufacturing.ca

We Manufacture, Repair & Service Attachments
& Hydraulics for Excavators, Loaders & Dozers

SR-75 Blue Tech.
A new step into the Future.

Selix Equipment has always strived for one thing. Excellence.

The SCLPR 105 features
include:
12 x 4.5 m heavy duty
high energy 2 bearing
screen box
Direct feed Hardox-lined
hopper
Fixed access walkways
2-3 product configurations
Variable speed control
on feed conveyor
Containerised transport

·
·
·
·
·
·

Ben Frettsome, Product Line Director, MWS
Equipment commented,
“We have had a busy year
of new product development. This new product
range follows a stringent
and strenuous development
cycle, which has seen the

With over 60 years of combined sales and service experience in the Foundation
Drilling and Piling industry, multiple branches across Eastern Canada and top tier lines of
equipment, excellence is written in our DNA. No matter the problem, timeline or budget, we
make our customers goals our goals. Unrelenting commitment to excellence makes Selix
Equipment the obvious choice for your Foundation solutions.
Contact us today so we can begin our commitment.

www.selix.ca

1-888-990-0905

2793 Carp Rd. Carp, ON, K0A 1L0
OTTAWA | TORONTO | LONDON | SUDBURY | MONTREAL
QUEBEC CITY
A DIVISION OF EQUIPMENT SALES & SERVICE LIMITED
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Haver & Boecker engineers new vibrating screen for high-moisture applications
Haver & Boecker Niagara has engineered a new,
elliptical motion Niagara
XL-Class vibrating screen.
The new technology is ideal
for screening applications
challenged with high-moisture content and can easily
handle capacities up to 3,500

tons per hour while minimizing water usage.
The XL-Class runs in an
elliptical motion of up to
6g in a high-moisture iron
ore screening application
to ensure stratification in all
phases of screening. The new
vibrating screen also features
AUTHORIZED
DISTRIBUTOR

CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT RENTAL
DOZERS - LOADERS - BACKHOES - ROLLERS

CUSTOMER SERVICE

TARTEN EQUIPMENT LIMITED
6199 Shawson Drive Mississauga, ON L5T 1E5
Phone: 905 670 1704
Fax: 905 670 4790
Toll Free: 1 888 670 1704
WWW.TARTEN.COM
COMMITTED TO SERVICE EXCELLENCE SINCE 1976

a robust elliptical exciter drive
that offers a bearing life up to
75,000 hours.
“We are dedicated to using
innovative technological
solutions to enhance our
customers’ daily processes,” said Denilson Moreno,
Haver & Boecker Niagara sales
manager. “Our new XL-Class
design is a prime example of
that. The vibrating screen’s
unique elliptical movement maintains unrivaled
screening performance when
processing high-moisture materials.”
Iron ore, for example, contains up to 15% moisture, and
often behaves like a pasty,
clay-like material, prone to
blinding on a screen deck. The
elliptical movement motion
and increased acceleration of
the XL-Class ensures that the
material is stratifying without
blinding or contamination.
The elliptical motion XL-

critical areas and reduce the
weight of any oversized components.
According to the company,
its 15 years of FEA and experimental measurement
experience—and nearly
400 high-capacity vibrating
screens supplied to the global
market—lend to its ability
to engineer high-capacity
vibrating screens that offer
easy operation, low maintenance and unmatched
reliability.
“The machine’s capability
to improve the outcome with
high-moisture applications is
a revolutionary development
that is not only beneficial to
this customer, but operations
around the world,” Moreno
said.
Operations can pair the
elliptical XL-Class with
the company’s signature
Ty-Deck Ultra modular
screen media to maximize

Class vibrating screen is
available in a wide-range of
sizes, in either a single module
or tandem design.
Haver & Boecker Niagara
manufacturers its own brand
of Niagara Exciter technology
that functions as the drive
system for all elliptical XLClass vibrating screens. The
bridge-mounted exciters
are available in five different sizes and offer the largest
static moment range on the
market.
Each elliptical XL-Class
machine is custom-designed
to the operation’s specific
application using Finite Element Analysis (FEA), which
measures high stress areas
and natural frequencies of
a vibrating screen.
The analysis helps engineers optimize machine
performance by giving them
the information they need to
determine where to reinforce

the screening efficiency
of high-moisture material
and address its challenges.
Ty-Deck Ultra’s accelerated screening action cleans
material without the use of
water, therefore reducing the
need for tailing dams. With a
50% longer wear life than the
original Ty-Deck, the screen
media panels are an ideal
choice for screening high
moisture materials, such as
iron ore.
The elliptical XL-Class was
strategically engineered to
handle high tonnage production rates with natural
moisture, yet designed for
low maintenance, easy
operation and unmatched
reliability. For more information about this product
or Haver & Boecker Niagara’s
wide range of other mineral
processing solutions, visit
haverniagara.com.





 





 

        

For more information about this premier event, please contact:

MARK CUSACK, 

Toll-Free: 1.888.454.7469
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LOOKING BACK AT AGGREGATE

REMANUFACTURED

TORQUE CONVERTERS

By HCEA Canada

ALL CANADIAN SINCE 1963

24 HR

SUPER FAST
TURNAROUND TIME
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Pictured here, in 1934, is a portable crusher
on the move in Ontario’s Huron County. The
county had commissioned a local Goderich,
Ontario machinist turned inventor, Thomas
Sandy, to build a crusher that was portable
enough for use in local gravel pits.
Sandy’s machine shop had started out
servicing Great Lake freighters that docked
at Goderich harbour requiring repairs. Undaunted, he took on the crusher project
using what spare parts were available on site.
From this prototype, Sandy went on to
manufacture 30 crushers. There is only
one remaining that’s operational. HCEA
Canada member and well-known aggregate
industry veteran, Dalton Lowe of Stayner,
Ontario, has restored his 1940s era updated
Sandy crusher and demonstrates it at HCEA’s
events. Powered by an International UD 14
four-cylinder diesel engine—it was rated at
60 kW (80 hp).
Sandy’s initial crusher version was based
on a well-used 1920s truck chassis complete
with hard tires. The driveline was modified
to provide power to the belt drives on the

crusher, rotating screen and the folding
belt-conveyor. Seen here relocating to another pit, the crusher had to be assisted by a
county dump truck which was transporting
the aggregate bin.
Thomas Sandy, among many others of the
era, was a Canadian machinery innovator.
He had several U.S. & Canadian patents and
had built a one-off truck-mounted cable
shovel for use on local jobs.
HCEA Canada is looking forward to its
2022 events if the pandemic restrictions
have been lifted.
For updates, please check the website
www.hceacanada.org
To see more than 60 restored pieces of
vintage construction equipment in action
be sure to attend the Historical Construction
Equipment Association (HCEA Canada)
events: ‘Wheels & Tracks in Motion’ at the
County Museum near Barrie held in June
and the ‘Last Blast’ in October.
Both events are held at the Simcoe County
Museum. HCEA Canada is a proud Heritage
Partner of the Simcoe County Museum.

YOUR HEAVY EQUIPMENT
RENTAL HEADQUARTERS!
Tri-City Equipment is a 100% privately
owned Canadian corporation.

•
•
•
•
•

All Construction Equipment
All Material Handling Equipment
All Mining Equipment
All Forestry Equipment
All Trucks & Vans
ALL MAKES
JOHN DEERE • CAT • CLARK
• FUNK • JCB • ZF • ALLISON

peter@converterman.com

246 Brockport Dr #21 Toronto, ON M9W 6W2

416-674-7000 | 800-265-8923

FOR RENT

CAT 374 - Short and long stick available.

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

60 FOOT LONG REACH – choice of buckets,
250 & 300 sizes available.

25, 30, 40, 45 TON TRUCKS - available with tailgates +
floatation tires.

519-767-9628
1-800-646-2064

SNOW READY!

FOR RENT

CAT 930/950 - Ready for winter w/bucket
or blade.

SNOW READY!

FOR RENT

CAT 12M GRADER - multiple units
available.

SNOW READY!

FOR RENT

KUBOTA SVL65 - bucket & blade
available.

FOR SALE/RENT

LINK-BELT 145 X4 - Aux. hyd, Q/C, blade,
available w/rubber pads.
HITACHI ZX135 also available.

CONTACTS
CALL OR TEXT

RYAN ARMISHAW
(519) 240-4672

FOR RENT

CAT D5T - grade control, A/C, 6 way
blade, LGP.

FOR RENT

CAT D6T - grade control, GPS ready - D6N
also available.

FOR RENT

84" PADFOOT ROLLER - enclosed cab,
66" and 54" also available.

DAVE ZAPPITELLI

(226) 962-6106

FOR SALE

BUCKETS - brand new and used for most
classes. Hammers also available.

Full Service

Rebuild Shop,
Aftermarket Parts,

FOR SALE

2017 BELL B45E - 6,200 hrs. - tailgate,
box liner, serviced and ready to go!
2 to choose from. $275,000/EACH

CONNECT WITH US!

FOR SALE

2018 CAT 930K – Purchased new, Q/A,
bucket and forks avail., 4800 hrs, cleaned,
serviced, ready to go!
$229,000

FOR SALE

KOMATSU WA250 - Purchased new,
Q/A, bucket and forks available. 3500
hrs, cleaned, serviced and work ready!

TRI-CITYEQUIPMENT.COM

& Repairs
AvailablE
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NEW HIRES & APPOINTMENTS IN THE HEAVY EQUIPMENT INDUSTRY

Joseph Huling to manage Takeuchi’s Technical Service Training Department
Joseph Huling, the national
service and warranty manager for Takeuchi-US, is now
also overseeing the company’s Technical Service
Training Department.
Huling joined Takeuchi
in 2017 as a regional service
manager before being promoted to national service and
warranty manager in early
2020.
In his expanded role as national service and training
manager, Huling will support
the company’s corporate sales
efforts by providing exceptional product, training and

support for Takeuchi’s dealers
and distributors, as well as
for customers who own and
operate Takeuchi equipment.
“I’m looking forward to
working with our technical
training team to help our students develop and improve
their technical skillsets,”
Huling said. “We want to
provide them with the knowledge and experience they
need to efficiently service
and maintain both current
and next-generation Takeuchi
machines.”
Huling’s responsibilities
include developing curricu-

lums, improving training
methods, scheduling training,
managing the technical training team and ensuring that
the new Takeuchi Global University continues to grow and
improve. He will also create
a structure and foundation
that will help Takeuchi offer
advanced training courses in
the future.
“Joseph has demonstrated a high level of technical
knowledge and excellent relationship-building skills since
he joined us back in 2017,”
said Jeff Stewart, president
of Takeuchi-US. “He is also

very customer-centric, which
is particularly important
when it comes to developing
new products and training
programs. All in all, Joseph
possesses the qualities we
need in a national training
and service manager, and
we look forward to seeing
what he can accomplish in
his new role.”
Before joining Takeuchi,
Huling was the general manager of Star Equipment and
Rental in Mount Airy, Georgia where he gained valuable
experience in selling, renting
and servicing residential and

small commercial equipment from various national
brands. His other past roles
include positions as a service
technician for a power equipment dealer and as a service
manager for a cold storage
operation.
“Over the years, I’ve learned what it takes to provide
high-quality service and how
to come up with solutions that
enhance customer productivity and overall satisfaction,”
said Huling. “I’m excited to
take on this new challenge
with Takeuchi, and my goal
is to continue building Take-

Joseph Huling
uchi’s reputation for excellent
customer support by providing the best training and
service available in the compact equipment industry.”

LiuGong North America reveals changes to executive personnel and structure
LiuGong North America is starting 2022 with an enhanced top
level organizational structure as
the company continues its efforts
to grow both its dealer network
and customer base.
“These organizational enhancements were made to ensure our
LiuGong North America team is
best positioned to support our
dealers and customers going into
2022,” said Andrew Ryan, President, LiuGong North America.
“These individuals have earned
their new positions and are tasked
with helping us continue to grow
in various markets after a great
2021.”

New Vice Presidents
Chris Saucedo has been promoted to Senior Vice President,
Strategy & Customer Solutions.
Saucedo will lead LiuGong North
America’s go-to-market strategy
and will focus on products, promotions, and product support in
the rental, quarry and aggregates,
forestry, industrial, and agricultural segments.
Michel Marchand will assume
the role of Vice President of Sales
for the United States and Canada.
Marchand will be responsible for
all construction equipment and
associated work tool and parts
sales, while also providing leader-

ECO
MULCHER

ship for LiuGong North America’s
new dealer recruitment efforts.
Additionally, LiuGong North
America welcomes Jin Gang as
new Vice President of Finance and
Supply Chain. Gang will lead LiuGong’s finance, accounting, parts
operations, sales and operational
planning, and human resources
teams with a focus on continuous
process improvement and process
automation.

New Directors
Jared Ward has been promoted
to the newly created position of
Director for Material Handling
Sales. Ward will be responsible

for all material handling equipment and associated parts sales
in all LiuGong North America’s
markets, including Mexico, the
Caribbean and Central America.
Steve Smith will continue in his
role as Director of Sales for Mexico, the Caribbean and Central
America and will be responsible
for all construction equipment
and associated work tool and
parts sales in these markets.
LiuGong North America has
also created two new director
roles as part of Saucedo’s team.
Sam Ternes has been named
Director, CORE Team. CORE is
an acronym that stands for Cus-

AED’s Dexter promoted to VP of Canadian Engagement & Board Relations
®

Associated Equipment Distributors (AED) has promoted Michael Dexter to
Vice President of Canadian
Engagement and Board

Relations. Mike, previously
a Senior Regional Manager
with the organization, will
now have an expanded role
engaging with AED’s Can-

We are your complete radiator
and heat exchanger maintenance
and servicing company.
Our technicians are specialists in:

Gain additional revenue
from your excavator with an
Eco Mulcher.

SEVEN THK 150

Eco Mulcher is capable
of producing Category I
mulch, for the finest ground
cover and quickest return
to nature.

sales@thestgeorgeco.com

www.ecomulcher.com

800-461-4299

tomer Operational Readiness
and Enrichment. Ternes will
lead a field-based team focused
on growing the LiuGong North
America dealer network and will
be responsible for developing
and executing programs and initiatives to aid those dealers and
enhance the customer experience.
Jim Westlake has been named
Director of Technical Solutions.
Westlake will collaborate with
LiuGong.’s global engineering
teams and work to transform the
technical support process to assist
dealers, solve technical issues,
and provide product improvements.

• Radiators
• Charge Air Coolers
• Oil Coolers
• Air Cooled Heat Exchangers
• Shell & Tube Heat Exchangers
• Plate & Frame Heat Exchangers
• Brazed Plate Heat Exchangers

Call now to speak with one of
our heat exchanger experts!

LEADERS
IN THE
REPAIR OF
INDUSTRIAL
RADIATORS
AND HEAT
EXCHANGERS

(647) 370-1483

www.ringrad.com

adian members and the
broader industry.
Mike has been with AED
for seven years, joining the
international trade association after working at the
Tooling & Manufacturing
Association and other roles
in the manufacturing sector.
“In my expanded role, I
look forward to applying
my expertise and skills to
helping AED grow its membership in Canada and
continue to provide value
to the equipment industry,”
said Mike. He looks forward
to also working on Canadian
policy issues in Ottawa and
assisting the AED Founda-

Michael Dexter
tion in accrediting diesel
equipment technology programs across the country.

CONNECT WITH US!

Visit us at:
www.equipmentjournal.com

@EQUIPJOURNAL
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BUILT TO
CONNECT

From Reduction to Shaping
Your ability to turn virgin material and waste product into
high quality aggregates requires equipment with unmatched
power and precision. From reducing shot rock to sizing and
shaping fine sand, we design and manufacture the most
versatile and efficient crushers. Not sure what you need? Let
our experts partner with you to apply the ideal solution.

astecindustries.com
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YOU AINT SEEN NOTHING YET!

Since 1946

2014 CAT D6N LGP 3,786 HOURS, 6 WAY BLADE, A/C, MULTI SHANK RIPPER.

$250,000

2015 CAT 335F LCR 4,780 HOURS, 10'6" STICK, 33" PADS, Q/C, AUTO LUBE.

$259,000

2017 CAT D6K2 LGP 2,360 HOURS, 6 WAY
BLADE, A/C.
ASKING $199,000

2018 JOHN DEERE 700K LGP LOW HOURS,
WINCH.
FOR RENT

2014 CAT D3K2 LGP 3,100 HRS, 6 WAY
BLADE W/ POWER TILT, SWEEPS, A/C,
WINCH.
SALE PENDING

2019 DYNAPAC CA3500 396 HOURS,
DEMO , 84” SMOOTH DRUM, CUMMINS,
A/C, PADSHELL KIT AVAILABLE.
CALL

2017 DEERE 310SL 3750 HOURS, FRONT/
REAR COUPLERS, REAR AUX., E-STICK,
PILOT CONTROLS, 4X4.
$74,000

2018 CAT 938K 3010 HOURS, Q/C, 3RD
VALVE, 20.5R25, AVAIL W/ SP BUCKET,
FORKS AND SIDE DUMP.
FOR RENT

NEW 2022 CAT 950M GP BUCKET, FORKS,
FUSION, 3RD VALVE, 23.5R25 TIRES, NEW
SIDE DUMP BKT AVAIL. ARRIVING SOON!

2018 CAT 950M 6,500 HOURS, 23.5R25
MICHELIN TIRES, AUTOLUBE.
SALE PENDING

(2) NEW KOMATSU HM300-5 TAILGATE,
HEATED BOX, 23.5R25 MICHELIN TIRES.
FOR RENT

2018 CAT 308E2 CR - 1248 HOURS, HYD.
THUMB, Q/C, BKT, RUBBER BELTS.
FOR RENT

2017 CAT 320FL - 2700 HOURS, NEW Q/C,
L/S, AUX. HYD.
$189,000

2017 CAT 313FL 1353 HOURS, A/C, AUX.
HYD., Q/C.
FOR RENT

2019 VOLVO ECR355EL 34”PADS 10’ STICK,
BLADE, AUX. HYD., Q/C, DEMO CLASS.
FOR RENT

2018 CAT 325F LCR 9'6" STICK, PIN
GRABBER COUPLER, HP TOOL CONTROL,
31" PADS.
FOR RENT

2019 CAT 315FL 1075 HOURS, BLADE, Q/C,
16'3" BOOM, 9'10" STOCK, 28" PADS, AUX.
HYD.
FOR RENT

Our loyal customers are one
of the reasons we’ve been
in business for 75 years.
To commemorate our
anniversary, we’re
featuring some of the
strong partnerships we’ve
formed along the way.

416-236-5425
60 N. Queen St.,
Toronto, ON M8Z ZC4

hubequipment.com

RENTALS

SALES
EVAN
TZARAS

etzaras@hubequipment.com

(416) 720-6280

ALEX
STEVENSON

astevenson@hubequipment.com

(647) 965-4943

DARYL
MACLENNAN

rentals@hubequipment.com

(416) 930-6757

